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In response to growing concerns over wetland habitat loss and the associated 
impact on water resources, federal and state legislation has been enacted to protect 
vulnerable wetland habitats from the impacts of humans. In order to examine the 
efficacy of current coastal resource policy and its implementation, a study was conducted 
in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina, a coastal city of the Atlantic, focusing on the 
quantification of wetland habitat change over time within a specific area of interest. The 
study incorporated an assessment of the effects of escalating population pressures and 
subsequent urban development on local wetland habitats due to the inherent threat of 
habitat degradation resulting from negligent development practices. The research 
methodology included a series of stakeholder interviews conducted within the Mount 
Pleasant community in order to define the key players who shape coastal resource policy 
formation, implementation, and enforcement. Further, a spatial analysis examined land 
use change over time. A historical record of regional land use derived from remotely 
sensed satellite imagery enabled the measurement of land use change over time. The 
results of a change detection analysis indicate an acceleration of wetland habitat loss in 
the second decade chosen for analysis in spite of strengthened coastal resource 
regulations enacted within the same time period. These results support a need for 
v 






This study is a focused examination of persistent development effects within the 
coastal zone of South Carolina and the associated impacts on threatened wetland habitat 
(Figure 1). More specifically, a measurement of the change in wetland habitat over time 
for a spatially defined area of interest within Mount Pleasant, a suburb of Charleston, was 
conducted in order to correlate coastal resource policy implementation with physical 
wetland changes (Figure 2). Current population growth in Mount Pleasant is straining the 
surrounding ecosystem's ability to support resource consumption within a geographically 
limited coastal zone comprised of sensitive wetland ecosystems. The results of a change 
detection analysis and an assessment of the efficacy of current coastal resource policy are 
used in combination to support a search for balance between economic growth and 
environmental sustainability as well as to promote improved development practices and 
sustainable wetlands protection within the coastal zone. 
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Figure 1: Map of South Carolina Coastal Zone. Created from data layers obtained from 
ESRI (From Medlin and All, 2004). 
Figure 2: Map of Study Area. The box indicates the spatial boundaries of the 
area examined within the study. Created from data layers obtained from the South 
Carolina Department of Natural Resources (From Medlin and All, 2004). 
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Coasts and Human-Environment Interaction 
Water is essential to human existence. Most scientists agree that humankind is a 
product of the oceans and that life evolved from its waters. Millions of people live along 
the U.S. coastline and have a significant influence on the sequence of physical habitat 
change within a spatially limited coastal zone. In addition to permanent settlement, 
coastal areas are impacted daily by tourism, which compounds the degree of human 
infringement upon the coastal environment. Beaches are a preferred destination of many 
travelers and tourists, not only for the aesthetic beauty of most coastal areas but also for 
sport and recreation. The tourism revenues of coastal states account for 85 percent of the 
total tourism revenues spent in the U.S. (Beardsley and Charlier, 1998). 
Myriad issues unique to coastal zones have caught the interest of scientists, 
researchers, the media, and the public. These issues often have widespread economic and 
environmental repercussions that permeate into the continental interiors, such as 
increased tax burdens associated with coastal zone natural disasters. Within the field of 
coastal research, there are numerous recurrent themes found in the literature surrounding 
coastal development, including shoreline position prediction, coastal erosion, the 
destruction and loss of habitat, sea level rise, and the risk assessment of natural coastal 
hazards such as hurricanes, storm surges, landslides, and flooding. Coastal incidents, 
such as the devastation of Hurricane Andrew in 1992 that wreaked more than $25 billion 
in destruction and was the most costly of any natural disaster in U.S. history, have 
provoked mass media news coverage (Godschalk et al., 2000). New investigations 
regarding the improvement of evacuation procedures and the reduction of insurance 
claims materialize as a result of such coastal hazards. Models such as the Wind Field 
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Model and the Damage Model have been developed by analysts to predict the expected 
number of insurance claims and the degree of expected damage/losses that may occur for 
a forecasted hurricane event (Huang el al., 2000). Often uninsured costs such as the 
restoration of infrastructure, the elimination of sand overwash, and the removal of debris 
become an economic burden to federal and state taxpayers, thus inciting new tax debates 
(Bush and Young, 2000). Even local coastal events of seemingly little significance to the 
U.S. populace such as the relocation of the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse, a landmark of the 
North Carolina seacoast, have captured the interest and concern of the American public. 
If one imagines the continental United States positioned as if it were a giant 
metaphorical seesaw, the fulcrum would be located somewhere under the Great Plains. 
The weight of the population on each coast would allow the country to teeter evenly on a 
level plane. This analogy illustrates the primary concentration of the nation's population 
along the east and west coastlines. More than 36 million people currently inhabit cities 
along the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean, and the numbers are growing 
(Godschalk et al, 2000). More than half of the population of the United States lives 
along the nation's coastlines and in coastal watersheds: a region that makes up only a 
narrow 17 percent of the country's total land area (Beatley et al, 2002). Research such 
as the study conducted by Small et al (2000) has verified the global distribution of 
human population at low elevations along the coastlines of the world. Small et al (2000, 
p. 3) point out that "11 of the world's 15 largest cities are located on sea coasts or 
estuaries." How does the habitation pattern of humans affect vulnerable coastal 
ecosystems? More specifically, how does the urban development that is typically 
associated with human habitation affect vulnerable coastal ecosystems? Coastal areas are 
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made up of sensitive ecosystems such as wetlands and wildlife habitats that are 
particularly vulnerable to the cumulative impacts of human encroachment (Beatley et al., 
2002). Expounding upon the rapidly diminishing remnants of extant wilderness in the 
United States, Aldo Leopold (1966, pp. 266-267) expressed the salient issue of the debate 
concerning modern coastal development in his book A Sand County Almanac when he 
wrote: 
One of the fastest-shrinking categories of wilderness is coastlines. 
Cottages and tourist roads have all but annihilated wild coasts on both 
oceans, and Lake Superior is now losing the last large remnant of wild 
shoreline on the Great Lakes. No single kind of wilderness is more 
intimately interwoven with history, and none nearer the point of complete 
disappearance. 
Coastal Zone Management 
Within the theoretical scope of development, Coastal Zone Management has 
emerged as the body of research that deals with human-environment interaction and 
development along global coastlines. This term references a division of research within 
current geoscience associated with the study and mitigation of human impact on coastal 
areas. Coastal Zone Management is the body of research and activity devoted to 
maintaining and protecting anything "of or pertaining to the seacoast; specifically, the 
waters, margins, or shorelands of estuarine basins, and the nearshore ocean" (Clark, 
1977, p. 914). This definition of Coastal Zone Management has evolved over the last few 
decades to also include the management of human activity in the coastal zone. The new 
focus on managing human interaction with the coastal environment has arisen from the 
recognition and acknowledgement that people are negatively impacting coastal zone 
natural resources (Beatley et al., 2002). Identifiable research objectives within Coastal 
Zone Management efforts include the measurement and analysis of environmental 
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susceptibility, change of habitat, and the search for land use planning practices that 
promote sustainable development. The prediction of future habitat change is also 
evolving as a prevalent coastal defense strategy within proactive Coastal Zone 
Management techniques. 
Wetlands 
The interconnected global system of water flow can be viewed as a dynamic 
structure consisting of component parts, or derivative ecosystems. Among the vital 
ecosystems linking the world's water resources are wetlands that serve to bolster and 
purify this fluvial network. Wetlands are unique habitats deserving distinct attention 
from conservationists and scientists, and they serve the following purposes (Mitsch and 
Gosselink, 2000): 
1. function as sediment reservoirs; 
2. serve as natural filters for pollutants; 
3. serve as wildlife habitat and protection for a variety of birds, fish, plants, 
and other biota and as refuges for numerous endangered species; 
4. preserve fossil fuels; 
5. serve as sources, sinks, and transformers of many chemical, biological, 
and genetic materials; 
6. serve as a critical link in the food chain and overall productivity; 
7. support ecosystem biodiversity; 
8. function as downstream receivers of water and waste from both natural 
and human sources; 
9. stabilize the water supply network by facilitating flood reduction, 
buffering against drought conditions, protecting against shoreline erosion, 
and recharging groundwater aquifers; and 
10. serve as carbon dioxide sinks and aid in climate stabilization on a global 
scale (important to global warming concerns). 
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There are many definitions for the term "wetland" depending upon the context in 
which it is being used. The identification of wetland habitat primarily relies on three 
main factors: hydrology, the presence of hydric soils, and the presence of hydrophytic 
vegetation. The most often cited definitions for the term "wetland" are derived from the 
1979 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's definition, typically referred to within ecological 
studies, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' definition, most often used for wetland 
management and regulation references (Mitsch and Gosselink, 2000). For the purpose of 
this research, the term "wetland" will be used in reference to the tidally influenced 
marshes, mudflats, and shallows that are part of the estuarine system of the Atlantic 
coastal region of the southeastern United States. These particular wetlands form the 
terrestrial/aquatic transition zone between fresh and saltwater hydrology and are at least 
periodically inundated by saline waters (Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource 
Management, 1995). 
Human Impacts 
In addition to the fundamental observation that coastlines attract human 
settlement, it is also generally accepted that the over-development of coastal areas yields 
many potentially negative environmental impacts. Lennon et al. (1996, p. 188) 
underscore this assertion in a book devoted to exploring the risks and impacts associated 
with development along the South Carolina coast, emphasizing that "[t]he consequences 
of unfettered development and over utilization of resources that are of greater value when 
left undisturbed demonstrate the need for management." The authors contend that critical 
subsystems of the coastal zone such as dunes, maritime forests, and wetlands are 
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inevitably destroyed by uncontrolled development. Similarly, Beach (2002, p. 7) asserts 
the following: 
By virtually every measure of ecosystem health, the streams, creeks, 
marshes, and rivers surrounded by hardened watersheds are less diverse, 
less stable, and less productive than those in natural watersheds. If the 
percentage of the coast that is developed rises sharply (from 14 percent to 
25 percent) over the next 25 years, these studies point to an irreversible 
decline in coastal aquatic ecosystem health. 
The wetland, as a biogeographic feature of most coastal ecosystems, is threatened 
by the over-development of coastal zones. The excessive urbanization of many coastal 
areas has resulted in the pollution of wetland ecosystems, the loss of abundance and 
biological diversity of native wildlife and, ultimately, the loss of habitat. In a recent 
analysis of the spatial patterns of habitat destruction, Malanson (2002, p. 177) 
emphasized: 
Habitat destruction is the most pervasive and pernicious human impact on 
other species. It is the greatest current threat to biodiversity and 
ecosystem integrity. Of imperiled species in the U.S., habitat destruction 
is a contributing factor for 85 percent. . . . 
Builders are pushing the envelope of environmentally sustainable development 
along wetland edges and threatening the fragile ecosystems with potentially irreversible 
impacts. Static, immobile infrastructure, such as buildings and roads, are constructed in a 
highly dynamic environment when located in a coastal zone (Lennon et al., 1996). Many 
factors affect the rate and degree of wetland change within a coastal ecosystem such as 
sea level rise, erosion, agricultural conversion, and non-point source pollution (Mitsch 
and Gosselink, 2000). However, wetland environments have particularly suffered from 
the effects of human encroachment and subsequent development and, as such, are the 
focus of this research project. 
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The coastal zone of the U.S. is an important resource comprised of wetland 
habitats that serve significant functions for the benefit of humans, wildlife, water 
resources, and the environment. Existing research supports that these valuable coastal 
resources warrant monitoring and protection. The coastal zone and associated wetland 
habitats of the U.S. are being impacted by humans and sprawling development patterns; 
therefore, an investigation entailing the quantification of such impacts has been 
conducted in order to identify some of the existing threats to coastal ecosystems that 
could result in irreversible degradation to these resources. 
CHAPTER II 
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
A review of current literature concerning the topic of environmental impacts 
associated with the over-development of coastal areas provides support for the objective 
of this research. John Clark's (1974) work entitled Coastal Ecosystems: Ecological 
Considerations for Management of the Coastal Zone is a comprehensive examination of 
Coastal Zone Management. In his book, Clark (1974, p. 68) designated vegetated 
tidelands (including intertidal salt marshes) of coastal areas as "paramount among the 
vital areas of many coastal ecosystems" necessitating resource evaluation and protection. 
Godschalk et al. (2000) also emphasized the importance of wetland areas as protective 
environmental features that help reduce the effects of wind and wave action and as 
significant wildlife habitat areas. The authors of the article contended that the acquisition 
of land for public use (e.g., open space areas or parks) may help deter new construction 
and further protect vulnerable environmental areas and wildlife habitat. Mark Lee (2001) 
addressed the fundamental assumption that changes in the landscape initiate a responsive 
change in associated habitats. The author emphasized the unique importance of salt 
marsh habitats in his article Coastal Defense and the Habitats Directive: Predictions of 
Habitat Change in England and Wales. An entire division of his research was devoted to 
a survey of salt marsh habitats in England and Wales, underscoring the international 
scope of the current threat to salt marshes. Similarly, in George Malanson's (2002) 
article entitled Extinction-Debt Trajectories and Spatial Patterns of Habitat Destruction, 
the author quantitatively examined the validity of the extinction-debt theory and its 
application in land-management decision making, specifically the application of 
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managing habitat destruction. Malanson engaged the use of geoscience theories and 
methodologies in order to relate a specific method for spatially analyzing simulated 
habitat destruction. The findings of this type of analysis can be applied to real-world 
protection and management of vulnerable habitats in order to limit further loss and 
destruction. 
Along the vein of the international scope of coastal habitat protection, Patrick D. 
Nunn (2000) conducted a study regarding coastal changes occurring around the islands of 
Fiji and the implications for local Coastal Zone Management practices. His research 
findings focused on the loss of mangrove swamps and the subsequent negative effect on 
coastal erosion and beach recession. Further, many international conventions have been 
devoted to discovering ways to safeguard vital marine coastal environments in order to 
protect sites of great natural interest (Tunesi and Diviacco, 1993). 
Brian Hoyle (2000, 2002), a leading researcher on the topic of waterfront 
revitalization, has also provided an international perspective on coastal protection. His 
viewpoint is divergent from those of the authors presented above because most of his 
research entails the description of efforts toward the urban renewal of waterfront cities 
and focuses on the city itself rather than the natural habitat. Hoyle (2002) offers an 
important perspective, though, because his research has opened the doors to coastal 
management in many developing countries as reflected in his examination of Zanzibar's 
Stone Town in East Africa. In a separate article written by Hoyle (2000), the author 
emphasized another equally important concept in the analysis of Coastal Zone 
Management. In Global and Local Change on the Port-City Waterfront, Hoyle (2000) 
identified evidence that actual problem resolution requires the cooperation of many 
entities such as politicians, businesses, and community action groups. Professionals from 
varying disciplines such as planners, engineers, architects, and geoscientists are 
encouraged to integrate their research in order to achieve measurable improvement of 
habitat-specific goals. Integration will help reconcile conflicting goals and interests. 
The effects of sea level rise and erosion as change-inducing influences on the salt 
marsh cannot be ignored. The issue of sea level rise is intensifying as a dilemma of 
global implications. Rising sea levels are currently predicted to result in a loss of wetland 
habitat comparable to losing an area the size of the entire state of Massachusetts along the 
coastlines of the U.S. alone (Fischer et al., 1998). Other studies further support this 
prediction, indicating that accelerated rates of sea level rise may prompt a change in the 
distribution of salt marshes along the coast and potentially result in species displacement, 
degradation of the biotic community, and an overall loss of habitat (Warren and Niering, 
1993). 
Pertaining to the issue of erosion, a study by Galgano and Douglas (2000) 
provides evidence that approximately 80 to 90 percent of all East Coast beaches are 
eroding. Wallace Kaufman and Orrin Pilkey, prominent authorities on East Coast erosion 
and morphology, co-authored a book (1979) devoted to a focused study of beaches. 
Within the text, the authors included an analysis of the morphological effects of winds, 
waves, and tides. They examined the many futile attempts to hold back the tide in order 
to protect the diminishing coastline from erosion through the engineering of structures 
such as jetties, seawalls, and revetments. Kaufman and Pilkey (p. 11) described such 
attempts as "the acting out of an understandable human sentimentality, hedonism, and 
faith in technology." Furthermore, the authors included additional support for the vital 
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role of salt marshes in the coastal ecosystem, describing how the landforms protect the 
leeward side of barrier islands from erosion, provide the foundation for the regeneration 
of new land, and have higher net primary productivity than the best farmlands. 
Development trends in the coastal zone are reaching proportions that yield many 
potentially negative impacts for associated wetland habitat. Seventeen of the country's 
top 20 fastest growing counties are located along the coast (Beatley et al, 2002). Most of 
the coastal management issues and problems presented in this research results from the 
impacts of coastal sprawl. Current development trends have resulted in damage to the 
coastal environment that includes the leveling of forests, loss of wetland habitat, 
degradation of water quality, and increasing vulnerability to coastal hazards. The authors 
indicate that existing areas of over-development in the coastal zone have altered natural 
hydrologic features and dynamics. These areas are considered by the authors to be less 
resilient to the impacts of hurricanes and storm damage because urban development has 
replaced wetlands, forests, and open land with highways, parking lots, and paved 
surfaces. Dana Beach of the South Carolina Coastal Conservation League expresses 
similar concerns in her recent article focused on a comprehensive investigation of coastal 
sprawl and its effects on aquatic ecosystems. In the article, Beach (2002) points to 
population growth, uncontrolled land consumption, inadequate suburban development 
patterns, and escalating automobile use as the catalysts for significant habitat degradation 
within the coastal zone. 
There is a recurring theme in contemporary Coastal Zone Management literature 
regarding a search for balance between economic development and the coastal 
environmental response. The dynamics of both are generally in conflict. Substantiation 
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for this assertion is found in the research of Henderson-Sellers (1998, p. 304) who calls 
attention to the underlying dilemma of defining reasonable development objectives in the 
coastal zone in the following statement: 
Vulnerable coastal communities are being forced to consider their 
viability, and there is need for balance between infrastructure development 
based on reasonable expectations, and over-development to satisfy 
speculative claims, particularly to underpin tourism-based regional 
economies. 
A similar interest in "balance" has been emphasized by Mitsch and Gosselink (2000, p. 3) 
in their textbook devoted to an analysis of wetlands where the authors point to wetland 
management as necessitating a balance between an understanding of the scientific aspects 
of wetland study and ". . . legal, institutional, and economic realities." Pravdic (1992) 
further echoes this theme by maintaining that the most profound flaw in the strategies 
created for the mitigation of marine environmental quality is the divergence between 
environmental requirements and economic realities. The author feels that a single, 
integrated approach that unifies the interests of both factions is required to promote a 
reversal in the negative trend of overall environmental quality. Endeavoring to achieve 
such a goal, a fundamental research question remains: how can humans continue to 
inhabit fragile coastal areas without irreversibly damaging the natural environment? 
There are many ways to approach a response to this question. Most of the existing 
research contends with revitalization techniques for coastal zones that have already 
suffered degradation. Ultimately, this existing research needs to serve as a guide for 
recognizing, managing, and protecting vulnerable coastal areas, especially those that are 
still intact, from being exploited. The results of the investigation presented in this thesis 
are one such attempt to analyze the probable exploitation of a valuable resource, to 
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promote commitment to restrict exploitive development practices, and to prevent further 
loss of habitat. 
CHAPTER IH 
RESEARCH SUMMARY 
Existing research within the field of Coastal Zone Management provides the 
theoretical foundation for the study presented in this thesis. Coastal Zone Management is 
a specialized division of geoscience research devoted to the analysis of human-
environment interaction along global coastlines. The spatially defined area of focus 
within the U.S. coastal zone selected for this research is located in Mount Pleasant, South 
Carolina. Mount Pleasant is a suburb of the City of Charleston and is experiencing 
exponential population growth. Additionally, the town is characterized by large expanses 
of wetlands. In consideration of the uncontrolled development patterns occurring 
adjacent to and within wetlands, Mount Pleasant was examined for land use change over 
time in order to quantify a predicted loss of habitat and to represent the potential for 
similar degradation in other communities throughout the coastal zone of the U.S. 
(Appendix I). 
Utilizing Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology, an exploration of 
Mount Pleasant land use was conducted. Research methodologies included a spatial 
analysis of the wetland habitats within Mount Pleasant to quantify significant changes 
combined with policy analysis. Data layers from the South Carolina Department of 
Natural Resources and NASA facilitated the examination of historical wetland habitat 
boundaries. Change detection analyses allowed for wetland habitat positions to be 
measured for areal changes over the two decades selected for comparison (1970 to 1990). 
Ground control points were also collected using a hand-held Global Positioning System 
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(GPS) receiver. These points served as reference sites for the spectral interpretation of all 
satellite images used within the analysis (Appendix II). 
In addition to the quantification of land use change over time, an examination of 
shifting environmental policy administration was used in combination with stakeholder 
interviews to characterize the efficacy of current policy decision-making (Figure 3) 
(Appendix III). During the late 1980's and early 1990's, the regulations pertaining to 
wetland habitat protection were strengthened; however, the results of the study indicate 
that the strengthened regulations were ineffective and unable to curtail an increase in 
wetland habitat loss during the corresponding time period. 
Major Stakeholders 
• Federal /Nat ional Level 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
NOAA 
- The Nature Conservancy 
Ducks Unlimited 
• State Level 
Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) 
Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management 
(OCRM) 
• Regional Level 
County and Town Planning Commissions 
S.C. Coastal Conservation League 
Lowcountry Open Land Trust 
Developers, Builders, Realtors, Lawyers, Environmental 
Consultants, Conservationists, Land Owners 
Figure 3: Table of Major Stakeholders. These entities influence coastal resource 
policy in Mount Pleasant and were interviewed during the course of this study (From 
Medlin and All, 2004). 
The histograms of the images resulting from a series of change detection analyses 
were analyzed to derive the percentages of change over time for the wetlands measured 
within the area of interest. The resulting percentages are the calculated demonstration 
that the rate of wetland habitat loss within the area of interest accelerated between 1973 
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and 1991 even though the rate of population increase was comparable for these two 
decades (Figures 4, 5). 
Figure 4: Graph of Results over Time. Spatial extent of land uses for the area of 
interest defined for Mount Pleasant, South Carolina, resulting from supervised 
classifications ofNALC data for each year of interest (From Medlin and All, 2004). 
Figure 5: Graph of Results per Land Use Classification. Temporal changes in 
land use within the area of interest defined for Mount Pleasant, South Carolina, resulting 
from supervised classifications ofNALC data for each year of interest (From Medlin and 
All, 2004). 
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The over-development of coastal zones throughout the world has resulted in the 
pollution of wetland ecosystems, the loss of abundance and biological diversity of native 
wildlife and, ultimately, the loss of habitat. The results of the analysis presented in this 
study exemplify the need to bolster protection of wetlands. Based on stakeholder 
interviews, a discussion of recommendations and potential mitigation for wetland habitat 
loss includes considerations for improved regulatory enforcement strategies, the use of 
compost filter berms, and the implementation of conservation-driven development 
practices. 
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Quantifying Wetland Habitat Change over Time: 
Implications for Coastal Resource Policy 
Case Study: A Spatial Analysis of the Impact of Development on Wetland Habitat 
in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina 
Jenna Medlin and Dr. John All 
*Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY 42101 
ABSTRACT • 
Coastal Zone Management addresses human-environment interaction and 
development along global coastlines. The tidally influenced marshes of the Atlantic 
coastal plain are unique habitats deserving special attention and protection. Excessive 
urbanization of many coastal areas has resulted in the pollution of wetland ecosystems, 
the loss of habitat, and ultimately, a decline in abundance and biological diversity of 
native wildlife. The effect of persistent development over time on local wetland habitat 
was examined for Mount Pleasant, South Carolina. Geographic information systems 
(GIS) technology was used to conduct an exploration of Mount Pleasant land use. 
Changes in the areal extent of wetlands within a specific area of interest in Mount 
Pleasant were determined through an examination of historical wetland boundaries. Data 
layers available from the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources and NASA 
facilitated the establishment of past wetland habitat positions and the quantification of 
changes in wetland margins over time. An analysis of shifting environmental policy 
administration was used in combination with stakeholder interviews to characterize the 
efficacy of current policy decision-making and to offer recommendations for the 
restriction of further wetland loss. The results of this study demonstrate that the rate of 
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wetland habitat loss within the area of interest defined in Mount Pleasant accelerated 
even though coastal zone regulations had been strengthened and the rate of population 
increase was comparable for the two decades selected for comparison. 




Coastal Zone Management has emerged as the body of research that deals with 
human-environment interaction and development along global coastlines. The 
management of human interaction with the coastal environment has arisen from the 
recognition and acknowledgement that humans are negatively impacting coastal zone 
natural resources. Coastal Zone Management occurs within a complex network of 
regulatory agencies, legislation, and stakeholder interests that overlap within a political 
process (Beatley et al, 2002). 
A recurring theme in contemporary Coastal Zone Management literature regards a 
search for balance between economic development and the coastal environmental 
response. The dynamics of both are generally in conflict. Pravdic (1992) maintains that 
the most profound flaw in the strategies created for the mitigation of marine 
environmental quality is the divergence between environmental requirements and 
economic realities. The author feels that a single, integrated approach that unifies the 
interests of both factions and reconciles conflicting goals is required to promote a 
reversal in the negative trend of overall environmental quality. Beatley et al (2002, p. 
11) also point to the idea of a search for balance between economic development and 
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environmental preservation, but the authors take the idea a step further by stipulating that 
"[t]his [a search for balance] is all well and good, but we must go beyond balancing and 
operate under the principles of sustainability if we are to ensure that humankind's 
presence in the coastal region will not produce its demise." 
Coastal areas are made up of sensitive ecosystems such as wetlands and wildlife 
habitats that are particularly vulnerable to the cumulative impacts of human 
encroachment (Hefner et al, 1994). Wetlands are unique habitats deserving distinct 
attention from conservationists and scientists working within the sphere of Coastal Zone 
Management in order to protect these landforms as valuable natural resources. Wetlands 
are considered among the most important ecosystems on Earth and serve many purposes, 
including natural filtration of pollutants; support for ecosystem biodiversity; and 
stabilization of the water supply network by facilitating flood reduction, buffering against 
drought conditions, protecting against shoreline erosion, and recharging groundwater 
aquifers (Mitsch and Gosselink, 2000). Godschalk et al. (2000) further emphasize the 
importance of wetland areas as protective environmental features that help reduce the 
effects of wind and wave action and as significant wildlife habitat areas. For the purpose 
of this research, the term "wetland" will be used in reference to the tidally influenced 
marshes of the Atlantic coastal region of the southeastern United States. 
Many factors affect the rate and degree of wetland change within a coastal 
ecosystem, including sea level rise, erosion, conversion to agriculture, and non-point 
source pollution; however, wetland environments have particularly suffered from the 
effects of human encroachment and subsequent development (Mitsch and Gosselink, 
2000). The over-development of many coastal areas has resulted in the pollution of 
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wetland ecosystems, the loss of abundance and biological diversity of native wildlife and, 
ultimately, the loss of habitat. In an analysis of the spatial patterns of habitat destruction, 
Malanson (2002, p. 177) underscored the vulnerable nature of unprotected habitat as 
being "the greatest current threat to biodiversity and ecosystem integrity." Similarly, 
Clark (1974, p. 68) designated vegetated tidelands (including intertidal salt marshes) of 
coastal areas as "paramount among the vital areas of many coastal ecosystems" 
necessitating resource evaluation and protection. 
The examination of wetland habitat change over time is an international issue in 
which the outcome of wetland conversion has global implications. At the national level, 
development trends in the coastal zone are reaching proportions that yield many 
potentially negative impacts for associated wetland habitat. Nineteen of the United 
States' top 20 most densely populated counties are located along the coast (Beach, 2002). 
Current development patterns have resulted in damage to the coastal environment that not 
only includes loss of wetland habitat but also the leveling of forests, degradation of water 
quality, and increasing vulnerability to coastal hazards. Additionally, property values 
along coastlines have escalated. There has been an increase in the size of homes being 
constructed in coastal regions. These homes are, in turn, more consumptive of resources 
and are often being constructed within the more vulnerable ecosystems of the coastal 
zone, such as adjacent to or on wetlands (Beatley et al., 2002). 
Study Area 
Wetland habitat comprises approximately 21 percent of the total land use 
distribution in the state of South Carolina (Dahl, 1999). In all, there are over 500,000 
acres of wetlands found throughout the eight counties that comprise the coastal zone of 
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South Carolina (South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control, 2003) 
(Figure 1). Charleston County is one of the eight counties in the coastal zone. It is the 
third most populated county in South Carolina and has historically represented an 
economic focal area for the state, not only as a seaport and doorway for international 
trade, but also for the hugely profitable tourist industry (County of Charleston, South 
Carolina, 2004). Over the last two decades, the pattern of growth for the metropolitan 
area of Charleston has been characterized by sprawl. The population grew by a moderate 
40 percent but consumed 250 percent more land area than was necessary to support 
economic development in previous decades (South Carolina Coastal Conservation 
League, 2004). This scenario is indicative that the disturbance on the landscape is not 
proportional to the number of people using the landscape. 
Figure 1: Map of South Carolina Coastal Zone. Map created from data layers 
obtained from ESRI. 
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Mount Pleasant, South Carolina, represents a practical study area for measuring 
the effect of persistent development over time on local wetland habitat (Figure 2). Mount 
Pleasant is located within Charleston County. The town has experienced a significant 
increase in population over the last decade. Seventy-five percent of the residents of 
Charleston County live in urban areas (County of Charleston, South Carolina, 2004). Of 
these urban areas, Mount Pleasant experienced the greatest increase in population 
between 1990 and 2000 - an increase of approximately 58 percent. Between 1970 and 
1980 the population of Mount Pleasant doubled and subsequently doubled again between 
1980 and 1990 (Figure 3). Prior to the 1970's, the Town of Mount Pleasant was a quiet, 
small southern village (Royall, 2001). Since that time, the town has evolved into an 
active, upscale suburb of the City of Charleston. The rise in population settling within 
Mount Pleasant has prompted an increasing demand for housing and urban amenities. As 
a result, there has been rapid and continued development of the greater part of available 
land area. The goal of this research is to demonstrate that a significant consequence of 
these combined pressures is a net loss of wetland habitat in Mount Pleasant. 
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Figure 2: Map of Study Area. The box indicates the spatial boundaries of the 
area examined within the study. Map created from data layers obtained from the South 
Carolina Department of Natural Resources. 
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Figure 3: Graph of Mount Pleasant, South Carolina, population increase between 
1960 and 2000 based on data obtained from the County of Charleston, South Carolina 
(2004). 
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Rapid population growth is considered the current biggest threat to the coastal 
environment; therefore, it is an important consideration in land use change detection 
analyses. One study indicates that the impacts of human encroachment within the coastal 
zone have increased faster than the rate of population growth in these areas (Beach, 
2002). Population growth and structure are important gauges because fluctuations in the 
size and composition of a population directly influence the nature and degree of 
development in an area. Consequently, "[c]hanges in population and development 
patterns impose new impacts and demands on natural and built systems in [an] area," 
(Beatley et al., 2002, p. 6). Such demands include additional energy and water 
requirements, building materials, the need for infrastructure improvements as well as the 
need for supporting personnel to manage these additional strains on the local environment 
and economy. Accordingly, these changes impose implicit threats to wetland habitat. 
For example, in response to population pressures, construction was finalized on Interstate 
526, the Mark Clark Expressway in Mount Pleasant. The opening of the road in 1989 
exposed large tracts of land for development in Mount Pleasant that were previously 
inaccessible (OCRM, 2004). Much of this exposed acreage is comprised of vast 
expanses of wetland habitat. 
Regulatory Background 
The recognition of the multitude of beneficial functions associated with wetlands 
has been translated into protective regulations and management plans since the 1970's. 
Federal, state, regional, and local legislation pertaining to wetland regulation is extensive 
and complicated. The structure of the policy implementation framework for overall 
coastal management is fragmented among varying levels of government and regulatory 
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agencies. The complex nature of coastal management guidelines is further exacerbated 
by the myriad of codes and ordinances that are either specifically designed for the 
protection of wetland habitat, impact wetland habitat indirectly through a connection to 
other environmental legislation, or impact wetland habitat as an unintended consequence 
of seemingly unrelated legislation (Beatley et al., 2002). A background of shifting 
environmental policy and administration as well as bureaucratic convolution generally 
causes developer compliance to be problematic and enforcement to be a challenge for 
coastal managers. 
There are several key pieces of legislation that should be referenced when 
examining the efficacy of coastal resource policy. The most pertinent of the federal 
legislation that has a direct influence on wetland habitat regulation is the Coastal Zone 
Management Act (CZMA) enacted by Congress in 1972. The driving force of the 
legislation hinges on the requirement that coastal land-use planning be based on formal 
classification of land use and on identification and protection of critical areas (Lennon et 
al., 1996). The fundamental strength of the federal CZMA is that coastal states were 
given the option of taking part in the program by electing to create a coastal management 
agenda. In addition to the voluntary nature of the federal CZMA, another strong point of 
the legislation included the opportunity for coastal states to benefit from federal-state 
collaboration on management objectives and implementation (South Carolina Department 
of Health and Environmental Control, 2003). 
South Carolina was one of the coastal states that elected to participate in the 
CZMA and thus enacted the South Carolina Coastal Zone Management Act (SCCZMA) 
in 1977 in compliance with the federal act. This effort on the part of the South Carolina 
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General Assembly qualified the state for federal funds to aid in the establishment of a 
comprehensive coastal management program (Lennon et al., 1996). The prevailing 
issues that led to the desire to establish a coastal management program in South Carolina 
were most notably the increasing coastal development pressures and high-profile 
development proposals that occurred in the mid-1970's and also the concern over 
providing adequate protection for the state's marshes and tidelands (South Carolina 
Department of Health and Environmental Control, 2003). Accordingly, South Carolina 
passed the Coastal Tidelands and Wetlands Act in 1977, and the legislation became the 
resultant doctrine for achieving the directives of the CZMA and for defining the state's 
coastal management objectives. The legislative impetus of the federal and state 
initiatives subsequently trickled down to the regional and local levels of government, and 
protective wetland regulations began to be included within county comprehensive plans 
and local planning and zoning ordinances. 
With the implementation of the SCCZMA, the state created the South Carolina 
Coastal Council that is now known as the Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource 
Management (OCRM). The OCRM is a division of the South Carolina Department of 
Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) (South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control, 2003). The OCRM holds the responsibility for managing the 
state's coastal management program. Regulatory enforcement strategies of the OCRM 
incorporate the use of a complex permitting process, which necessitates OCRM approval 
for defined activities in four designated critical areas of the coastal zone; tidelands, 
coastal waters, beaches, and primary oceanfront sand dunes. Regulated activities that 
require OCRM permits include dredge and fill, drainage, removal of material, and most 
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construction projects (Lennon et al., 1996). The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is 
charged with ultimate responsibility for wetland alteration permit approval of projects 
agreed upon by the OCRM via a joint processing permit application and is also 
responsible for determining if an area is a wetland; however, the Environmental 
Protection Agency holds the final veto authority over all candidate project permit 
applications (South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control, 2003). 
Though wetlands have been drained, ditched, and filled throughout history, they 
began to be destroyed at an exponential rate as early as the mid-1800's. Since that time, 
the United States has lost more than half of its original wetland habitat (Mitsch and 
Gosselink, 2000). Due to concerns over wetland habitat loss, cornerstone environmental 
legislation, both federal and state, that affects wetlands was strengthened in 1988 and 
1990 and led to an overall decline in the rate at which wetland habitat was being lost 
throughout the nation. In 1988, President George Bush mandated a "no net loss" 
approach to wetland management and, at the state level, the South Carolina Beachfront 
Management Act was added to the SCCZMA (South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control, 2003). Changes were also enacted in 1993 that included 
strengthened restrictions on dredge and fill practices involving wetlands, the 
establishment of mitigation guidelines for the impacts of development on wetlands, and 
the requirement for wetland master plans to be submitted for all new development 
projects per amendment to the original SCCZMA. Wetland master plans were specified 
to include all platted and recorded wetlands, any associated buffers, and a description of 
any deed restrictions placed on the development's wetland systems as a means of 
documenting and controlling any alterations to wetland habitat. 
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The federal legislation has lead to an overall decline in wetland habitat loss, but it 
also includes inherent weaknesses and loopholes that allow for wetland habitat 
destruction to continue through incremental losses in some areas. Even though the rate of 
loss may be slower than in previous decades, coastal wetland destruction persists through 
a variety of activities that entail heavy modification of the environment by humans 
(Hefner et al., 1994). These activities include conversion of land to agricultural 
production, filling for coastal home sites, construction of canal dredging, road 
construction, and general urban and recreational development. Wetland destruction 
continues to occur because there are legislative provisions that allow for wetlands to be 
altered if no other feasible or practicable alternative locations exist (Beatley et al., 2002). 
There are many examples of legislation that exacerbate the pressures imposed on 
coastal wetland habitats and inadvertently promote their destruction. Most of these 
unintended results stem from public policy and practice that encourage development in 
coastal communities. For example, the infrastructure necessary for growth and 
development is usually subsidized by different levels of government, thus encouraging 
and allowing easier access for development in areas that were once isolated. Further, 
various types of hazard insurance, such as federal flood insurance provided through the 
National Flood Insurance Program, is easily attainable and serves as another incentive for 
coastal development to persist (Beatley et al., 2002). Additionally, coastal development 
subsidies are utilized in the form of tax expenditures and deductions as permitted within 
federal and state tax codes. 
Regulatory change and the impacts of imposed legislation often translate into 
tangible changes in the physical environment. Weakened or inefficient legislation can 
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result in the degradation or loss of habitat. More stringent legislation can work well to 
protect the environment, but only if it is enforced. Lennon et al. (1996) underscore this 
line of reasoning by pointing out that the strength of the regulations that govern coastal 
development rests on the group charged with enforcement of the coastal management 
objectives (in South Carolina, the OCRM) and the depth of their interpretive capabilities. 
The authors also describe the history of human progress as one associated with 
militaristic capture and control in which land is seized, developed, and defended. They 
further illustrate how accountability for responsible development in the coastal zone has 
evolved to fall under the purview of the coastal engineer and away from U.S. military 
jurisdiction. 
MEASUREMENT OF WETLAND HABITAT CONVERSION OVER TIME • 
Data 
The satellite images used for the measurement of wetland habitat change in 
Mount Pleasant were obtained from the United States Geological Survey's (USGS) Earth 
Resources Observation Systems (EROS) Data Center for three decades of interest; 
1970's, 1980's and 1990's. The images are North American Landscape Characterization 
(NALC) data. These images are a portion of a land cover characteristics database that is 
developed on a continent-by-continent basis as a component of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration's (NASA) Landsat Pathfinder Program (Lunetta et al., 1998). 
The data has a 60-meter nominal spatial resolution with much of the data derived from 
MSS (Multispectral Scanner) sensor data from the Landsat 5 series satellite and is 
geographically referenced to a Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) ground coordinate 
projection (Zone 17) based on the 1927 North American Datum (NAD27) (USGS, 
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2004). The images contained within the triplicate (i.e., standardized remote sensing 
dataset) purchased from the EROS Data Center were derived from the years 1973, 1986, 
and 1991. 
The NALC data project was specifically designed with the objective of 
developing a standardized series of remotely sensed data sets in conjunction with 
approved analysis methods that support investigations of land use change detection for 
use in the scientific research community and for general public interests (USGS, 2004). 
The images are prepared, cleaned, and georeferenced in order to distribute images that 
are cloud-free and readily discernible. Essentially, the images are preprocessed to 
compensate for atmospheric noise that results from varying responses to individual 
detectors (Lunetta et ah, 1998). 
Geographic coordinate (latitude/longitude) ground control points were collected 
in the study area using a GARMIN eTrex Legend handheld Global Positioning System 
(GPS) receiver. The unit provides accuracy of less than 15 meters. The Wide Area 
Augmentation System (WAAS) capability was enabled during all data logging exercises 
in order to create a more accurate position fix through differential correction (GARMIN, 
2002). The GPS coordinates were used as control points for correlating the NALC 
satellite raster cell values to on-the-ground land use classifications. Each ground control 
point was georeferenced to a UTM projection based on the 1983 North American Datum 
(NAD83). 
Geographic Information System (GIS) data layers were downloaded online from 
the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources Data Clearinghouse (2004). Digital 
Orthophoto Quarter Quadrangles (DOQQ's) were obtained for 1994 and 1999 for the 
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following 7.5 minute, 1:24,000 USGS quadrangles: Charleston, North Charleston, 
Cainhoy, and Fort Moultrie. The DOQQ's have 1 meter resolution. Wetlands/land 
use/land cover data layers were also downloaded for the same quadrangles. These digital 
files were derived from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's National Wetlands Inventory 
project. Source photography used for these data layers came from the National Aerial 
Photography Program (NAPP) color infrared photography project obtained in 1989. All 
layers were projected to a UTM ground coordinate system based on the 1927 North 
American Datum (NAD27). 
Methodology 
Coastal managers have only recently begun to monitor and quantify wetland 
habitat change due to technological advancements in GIS and remote sensing capabilities 
(Beatley et al., 2002). Enhanced use of land use management tools can help to reveal 
changes in habitat boundaries early on so that managers can respond accordingly and 
stem unjustifiable damage and loss. The theoretical model displayed below depicts how 
physical change is an end result that is an indicator of the effectiveness of policy 
implementation (Figure 4). The methodology carried out within this research 
incorporated a comparison of physical habitat before policy change and after policy 
change in order to examine the efficacy of the strengthened regulations. 
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Figure 4: Theoretical model of the overall concept of physical change investigated 
within the study. The model is a depiction of how physical change is an end result that is 
an indicator of the effectiveness of policy implementation. 
There are many analytic tools available to coastal managers for land use change 
investigations. Land use monitoring practices can be reinforced by the utilization of 
mapping technologies and satellite imagery. A division of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (2002, p. 3) cites the use of GIS and remote 
sensing resources as integral tools because "[a] key to conserving coastal ecosystems and 
restoring estuarine habitats is having information on how human activities and natural 
events can change ecosystems." This analysis was conducted using GIS and remote 
sensing technology in conjunction with the capacity of ERDAS IMAGINE Professional® 
8.6 software to integrate satellite imagery for comprehensive land use analyses. 
Dana Beach (2002), Executive Director of the South Carolina Coastal 
Conservation League, underscores the benefits of using GIS and remote sensing data 
analyses to support the inventory of remaining undeveloped watersheds, for use in 
analyzing the development potential within watersheds that are already impaired, for 
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examining land use choices, and for growth trend analysis. Beach feels that GIS 
technology enables the visual depiction and analysis of land-use options and provides 
valuable support for community-based land-use decision-making. Further support for the 
use of these tools to analyze land use change over time is provided in a needs assessment 
study conducted cooperatively by the NOAA Estuarine Reserves Division and Coastal 
Services Center (NOAA, 2002). The assessment was focused on determining the priority 
issues for individual reserve systems that could be addressed by remote sensing and GIS 
approaches. The final report issued by the two agencies identified land use/land cover 
analysis and change detection as the highest priority studies that require GIS and remote 
sensing capabilities because "these analyses are useful for investigating dynamic 
landscape processes, such as the spread of development," (NOAA, 2002, p. 9). 
A team from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers research laboratories conducted a 
study that establishes the collection of background material as the first step in successful 
modeling projects (Loechl, et al., 2001). The study relied on the integration of GIS 
modeling and remote sensing technology to address land management issues on Army 
military bases and discusses the importance of studying reference material and existing 
information to find out as much as possible about a study area. In order to become 
familiar with the pattern of land use in and around the Town of Mount Pleasant, land use 
and wetlands inventory data layers were downloaded from the South Carolina 
Department of Natural Resources Data Clearinghouse (2004) for a preliminary 
assessment. An evaluation of these data layers was helpful in discerning the residential 
areas adjacent to larger concentrations of wetland habitat within the proximal study area. 
As a result of this examination, the following residential developments were selected for 
reference during the study: Rivertowne, Park West, Hamlin Plantation, Brickyard 
Plantation, and Darrell Creek (Figure 5). These subdivisions are all located within Mount 
Pleasant, are within close proximity to wetland habitat, are relatively young 
developments within the community, and are planned developments that reflect modern 
landscape design and organization. Additionally, these subdivisions are all continuing to 
grow and expand across the landscape in response to the housing demand resulting from 
population pressures. 
Figure 5: Residential subdivisions selected for examination within the study area. 
Map created from data layers obtained from the South Carolina Department of Natural 
Resources. 
At this point, a broad series of stakeholder interviews were conducted in order to 
identify the key players in coastal management within the region and to determine how 
legislation becomes implemented at the local level. Hoyle (2000) noted that conflict 
resolution within the coastal zone requires the cooperation of many entities such as 
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elected officials, business leaders, and community action groups. Professionals from 
pertinent disciplines such as planners, engineers, architects, scientists, and diverse 
government agencies are encouraged by Hoyle to integrate their research in order to 
achieve measurable improvement of habitat-specific goals. Integration will serve to help 
reconcile conflicting goals and interests of stakeholders. In order to investigate evidence 
of such cooperation in Mount Pleasant, interviews were arranged with recognized 
officials in the community in order to gain an understanding of the structure of the 
organization that actively influences the nature and scale of coastal development in the 
region. 
Table 1 lists the entities interviewed during the course of this study. This list does 
not reflect a complete inventory of all the federal, state, and local agencies involved in 
coastal development and management in South Carolina because a complete accounting 
was beyond the scope of this study. For a comprehensive listing refer to Lennon et al. 
(1996). The groups listed in the table represent a portion of the spectrum of interests, 
authorities, and jurisdictions responsible for creating and implementing coastal resource 
policy in the region. 
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Major Stakeholders 
• Federal/National Level 
- U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
- USDA Forest Service 
- U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
- National Marine Fisheries Service 
- National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
- The Nature Conservancy 
• State Level 
- Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) 
- Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management 
(OCRM) 
• Regional Level 
- County and Town Planning Commissions 
- South Carolina Coastal Conservation League 
- Lowcountry Open Land Trust 
- Developers, Builders, Realtors, Lawyers, 
Environmental Consultants, Conservationists, Land Owners 
Table 1: Major stakeholders that influence coastal resource policy in Mount Pleasant and 
were interviewed during the course of this study. 
Field work for this investigation integrated a set of ground control points collected 
using a GARMIN eTrex Legend handheld GPS receiver. The U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers emphasizes the need for field checking and field data collection within its 
guidelines for mapping vegetation on army installations (Loechl et al., 2001). The 
ground control points were taken from within each of the focal residential developments 
as well as from central locations of easily discernible landmarks such as a regional airport 
and some of the larger commercial and industrial sites on the margins of the study area. 
Emphasis was placed on recording ground control points (1) along the boundary between 
different land use classifications (e.g., along the transition line between wetland habitat 
and upland) and (2) within central proximity of a pure land-use classification (e.g., in the 
middle of a wetland). Additionally, geographic coordinates were manually selected from 
the spectrum of identifiable land cover classes represented within the NALC satellite 
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images as groups of similar 60-meter raster cell values in order to ground truth derived 
land use classifications in the field to the physical ground land use. The geographic 
coordinates were later entered into a GIS database using ESRI's Arclnfo™ 8.3 software 
and converted into a shapefile format. The resulting shapefiles were then overlaid onto 
each satellite image for reference. 
Finally, in order to measure the degree of change in wetland habitat over time in 
Mount Pleasant, historical wetland position data was used to allow for the quantification 
of position change over time. The NALC data obtained from the EROS Data Center 
included the necessary historical record of images. The files contained within the NALC 
data CD were imported using ERDAS IMAGINE Professional® 8.6 software. 
Since each of the original images covers a larger expanse of the South Carolina 
coast than necessary to examine the study area, each image was evaluated in order to 
discern the approximate location of the town using familiar natural landmarks, such as 
the Wando River. Upon determination of this estimated region, the data were further 
prepared by cutting an Area of Interest, or AOI, from the original data set. The U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers' study followed a similar methodology for preparing its images 
for analysis (Loechl, et al, 2001). The creation of an AOI allows for the quantity of 
processed data to be reduced to only the area of concern. This procedure not only allows 
for the amount of data to be condensed, but it also decreases the time required to run 
complex analyses within the software system. The image below displays the resulting 
AOI cut from the raw satellite data image files (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Satellite image of the resultant area of interest (AOI). The AOI was derived 
from the original, un-manipulated satellite image obtained from the EROS Data Center. 
Once the data sets were projected and cut for application, an Unsupervised 
Classification was run on each image in order to aggregate land use raster cell values and 
to further simplify the data set. The data manipulation was fixed to cluster all raster cell 
values into only 12 separate land use/land cover classes. These 12 classes were then 
manually classified using the ground control points by overlaying the resulting 
geographic coordinate sets onto each of the satellite images. The overlay allowed for the 
12 raster cell values within each satellite image to be classified and preliminarily labeled 
(e.g., wetland, forest, water, etc.) according to the corresponding land use classes noted in 
the field for each of the ground control points that were collected. 
Based on the results of the manual classification of each satellite image, a 
Supervised Classification was run on each satellite image in order to generate a final 
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clustering of similar raster cell values into only four possible classes of interest: water, 
wetland, forest, and disturbed. The "disturbed" land use classification was an 
aggregation of any land use that resulted from human disturbance such as transportation-
related infrastructure, residential, commercial, and industrial land use classes. The three 
images below illustrate the results of the final cluster analysis for each of the respective 
years used within the study (Figures 7, 8, 9). The white areas represent the "disturbed" 
land use classification, black areas represent wetland habitat, and the remaining shades of 
gray represent water and forest land uses. 
Figure 7: Image of final four land use 
classes for 1973 (white = disturbed; 
black = wetland; all other gray = forest and 
water) 
Figure 8: Image of final four land use 
classes for 1986 (white = disturbed; 
black = wetland; all other gray = forest 
and water) 
stit&f. P ^ . 
j . -. w • _ r • . Figure 9: Image of final four land use classes for 1991 (white = disturbed; black 
wetland; all other gray = forest and water) 
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The final four land use classifications were evaluated for change over time by 
running a change detection analysis within the software. Similarly, the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS) and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (BR) have developed a cell-
level change map for two separate years of Landsat satellite image data in order to 
evaluate land cover change over time in the Central Valley of California and to assist in 
identifying areas for habitat acquisition and enhancement for wildlife species of concern 
in the area (Curlis, et al., 2003). The FWS and BR study included an image differencing 
(i.e., subtraction) process that resulted in a final set of derived images that highlighted 
only the extreme zones of change values and a mid level zone of no-change values. 
Likewise, the first change detection analysis conducted for this research calculated the 
differences between the 1973 and the 1986 satellite images. The second change detection 
analysis was run on the 1986 and 1991 images. Finally, the last change detection 
analysis was run on the differences between the 1973 and 1991 images in order to derive 
change over time that encompassed the full span of years selected for the study. A final 
resulting set of images were derived through the change detection analyses that 
highlighted areas of increased disturbance, recovery from disturbance, and also the areas 
where no significant change took place within the area of interest. These final images 
were used for interpretation of the overall change in land use/land cover for the selected 
time periods. 
Results 
The results of the change detection analyses were evaluated specifically for the 
mathematical differences (i.e., change) in the quantity of wetland habitat for each set of 
years grouped for individual change detection. The percentages of change in wetland 
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habitat between the two selected decades were calculated from an examination of the 
histograms associated with each of the images that resulted from the change detection 
analyses (Figures 10, 11, 12). The calculation of change was based upon the 
mathematical differences between the number of 60-meter raster cell values representing 
the wetland land use classification within each of the derived change detection images. 
The differences in the absolute number of cell values classified as wetland were then 
calculated as a percentage of the total number of 60-meter raster cell values present 
within the image and converted to hectares. Between 1973 and 1986, a 2 percent 
decrease in overall wetland habitat occurred for the defined area of interest within Mount 
Pleasant. However, between 1986 and 1991, there was an approximate 28 percent 
decrease in the area of wetland habitat within the study area. Contrastingly, a greater loss 
of wetland habitat took place between 1986 and 1991 even though the rate of population 
increase was similar for both time periods. In total, there was a 30 percent decrease in 
the areal extent of wetland habitat within the area of interest in Mount Pleasant between 
1973 and 1991. 
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Percent Change in Wetland Habitat 
1973 to 1986 
1,635 ha - 1,606 ha = 29 hectares 
29 ha/1,635 ha = 2 % 
decrease 
Overall Percent Change in Wetland Habitat 
1973 to 1991 
1,635 ha-1 ,144 ha = 491 hectares 
491 ha/1,635 ha = 30% decrease 
Percent Change in Wetland Habitat 
1986 to 1991 
1,606 ha-1 ,144 ha = 462 hectares 
462 ha /1,606 ha = 28% decrease 
Figure 10: Mathematical results of change detection analyses run for differences in land 








Figure 11: Graph of Results over Time. Spatial extent of land uses for the area of 
interest defined for Mount Pleasant, South Carolina, resulting from supervised 
classifications ofNALC data for each year of interest. 
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The following images illustrate the results of the final change detection analyses for each 
set of years grouped for individual change detection within the study (Figures 13, 14, 15): 
10,000 
Water Wetland Forest 
Landuse Category 
Disturbed 
Figure 12: Graph of Results per Land Use Classification. Temporal changes in land use 
within the area of interest defined for Mount Pleasant, South Carolina, resulting from 
supervised classifications ofNALC data for each year of interest. 
Figure 13: Image of change detection 
for 1973 to 1986 (white = areas of 
increased disturbance; black = areas 
of no change; gray = areas of decreased 
disturbance) 
Figure 14: Image of change detection 
for 1986 to 1991 (white = areas of 
increased disturbance; black = areas 
of no change; gray = areas of decreased 
disturbance) 
Figure 15: Image of change detection for 1973 to 1991 (white = areas of increased 
disturbance; black = areas of no change; gray = areas of decreased disturbance) 
Based on these results, there has been a failure to prevent the acceleration of 
wetland habitat loss within the area of interest. A "no-net-loss" of wetland habitat has 
not been achieved in Mount Pleasant. The increase in the degree of wetland habitat loss 
within the study area should not have occurred based on the timing and intent of 
strengthened regulations pertaining to wetland protection. This scenario is indicative of a 
failure within the policy administration framework associated with wetland protection in 
the Mount Pleasant region. Given that wetland habitat loss accelerated within the 
examined time frame for the study area, it is probable that similar habitat losses occurred 
in other communities like Mount Pleasant within the coastal zone, thus increasing the 
overall loss of wetland habitat throughout the coastal zone. Most likely, the failure to 
protect these particular wetlands is the result of ineffective policy implementation and 
enforcement and necessitates an assessment of potential mitigation opportunities and 
alternatives. 
Recommendations 
Based on stakeholder interviews, the improvement of regulatory enforcement 
strategies was the most often cited necessity for improving the efficacy of coastal 
resource policy and management. Beach (2002) indicates that prevailing coastal 
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management directives are ineffective because they lack incentives, enforcement, and 
measurable standards of performance. The author recommends the implementation and 
enforcement of policies that control incompatible development patterns through the use 
of zoning codes, infrastructure planning, and land-protection programs. The current 
system for regulating wetland habitat was described as "broken" during interviews 
conducted with both the OCRM and the National Marine Fisheries Service (Mikell, 2003; 
Brownell, 2003). In fact, the majority of the officials interviewed for this research cited a 
pressing need to streamline the existing permitting process. The Assistant Director of the 
Planning Department at the Charleston County Planning Commission indicated that 
enforcement of county development regulations relies solely on code enforcement 
officers' responses to formally issued complaints (Pennick, 2003). There is no 
"watchdog" process in place that monitors continued compliance by the developer and 
construction crew for permitted development projects. Compliance rests on the 
developer's initiative to protect his or her credibility and reputation from discredit in a 
highly competitive market. One official from the OCRM suggested that there needs to be 
either a new federal or state law imposed that creates a more efficient approach to 
wetland habitat management and protection in order to ensure developer compliance 
(Mikell, 2003). 
Another recommendation introduced during stakeholder interviews was the use of 
compost filter berms as erosion reduction tools at construction sites in place of traditional 
silt fences. Erosion control adjacent to wetlands is critical since erosion is one of the 
leading change inducing influences on wetlands (Mitsch and Gosselink, 2000). Silt 
fences are ineffective as erosion control devices because, once the fences are removed 
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upon completion of a construction project, the next large storm event will inevitably wash 
the sediment and debris that accumulated behind the silt fence into adjacent wetlands and 
surface waters (Texas Coastal Watershed Program, 2004). Compost filter berms are 
created out of compost, or mixed organic material such as manure or yard trimmings, that 
has been decomposed and recycled through a heat process that produces a humus-rich 
soil booster. When used at development sites, compost filter berms act as filters and 
reduce the sediment load to nearby water bodies and wetlands. Working as a filter, 
compost berms can also reduce the pollutant load (e.g., fertilizers, chemicals, metals, etc.) 
within stormwater runoff from reaching water resources (Risse and Faucette, 2001). As a 
further benefit to waste reduction efforts, compost filter berms can be left behind at the 
development site once construction is completed in order to promote quicker 
establishment of permanent vegetation through planting and seeding and to increase 
water infiltration into the soil surface. Furthermore, a reduction in the use of silt fences 
would incur a corresponding decrease in the number of silt fences deposited into 
community landfills once construction projects are complete (Groundscapes Express, 
2004). 
Godschalk et al. (2000) contended that the acquisition of land for public use (e.g., 
open space areas or parks) may help deter new construction and further protect 
vulnerable environmental areas and wildlife habitat. If the acquisition of land for public 
use is not possible due to budget or resource constraints, there are other alternatives for 
protecting habitat in perpetuity. Conservation-driven development and conservation 
easements have been recommended at all levels of authorities within coastal 
management. For example, Vince Graham is the developer of the nationally recognized 
FOn development. Mr. Graham serves on the Board of Directors for the South Carolina 
Coastal Conservation League, a non-profit conservation organization, and is one of the 
premier developers in the southeastern U.S. (I'On, 2004). The FOn development is an 
example of a neo-traditionalist approach to conservation development in which the 
footprint of disturbance on the landscape is minimized and there is a focus on the social 
aspect of development. Graham designed a residential neighborhood based on a 
pedestrian-friendly structure built upon a street-grid pattern where people can live, work, 
shop, and recreate without the need for a vehicle (Quick, 2003). Throughout FOn, it is 
readily evident that an emphasis was placed on public rather than private areas. Parks 
and shared spaces, such as the outdoor amphitheater, have precedence over sprawling lot 
sizes. By limiting the amount of land required to accommodate the number of residents 
living within FOn, Mr. Graham's concept contributes to efforts to reduce coastal sprawl 
and excessive land consumption while responding to population demands in a way that 
has proven to be a successful economic venture. 
Another example of conservation-driven development in Mount Pleasant is Sewee 
Preserve; however, the premise by which Sewee Preserve functions as a conservation 
development is fundamentally different than the approach that produced the FOn 
subdivision. Sewee Preserve was founded on the basis of setting aside over 400 acres of 
a 500-acre stretch of land into a conservation easement maintained by Wetlands America 
Trust, a division of Ducks Unlimited (Sewee Preserve, 2004). The conservation 
easement protects the acreage from further development and also allows for the 
protection of wildlife habitat, the preservation of the wetlands within and adjacent to the 
property, and contributes to the minimization of the impact of humans on the natural 
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environment within Sewee Preserve. A conservation easement is a way in which land 
can be set aside and protected in perpetuity when national land trust organizations, such 
as Ducks Unlimited or The Nature Conservancy, purchase or solicit donated property on 
private land holdings and broker conservation purchases of property (Beach, 2002). 
There are also local land trusts such as the Lowcountry Open Land Trust in Charleston, 
South Carolina (Lowcountry Open Land Trust, 2004). These organizations have served 
to protect millions of acres of land from development. Sewee Preserve serves as a 
strategic link in the preservation of a region within the coastal zone of South Carolina 
constituting over 300,000 acres of greenbelt from Sewee to Santee (Sewee Preserve, 
2004). This stretch of coastline includes the Francis Marion National Forest and the 
Cape Romain Wildlife Refuge. The remaining development acreage is divided into 30 
home sites on one contiguous block of property, super low-density housing. The 
economic feasibility of such projects relies on significant federal and state tax incentives 
as well as the market value for upscale homes (Avery, 2003). 
CONCLUSIONS • 
Though coastal management regulations had been strengthened, the rate of 
wetland habitat loss accelerated within the designated area of interest in Mount Pleasant 
between 1973 and 1991; therefore, the efficacy of the imposed legislation is uncertain 
and should be addressed by the appropriate enforcement agencies due to the negative 
change in wetland habitat. Based on the interpretation of the resulting change detection 
analyses, regulatory enforcement and land use monitoring practices need to be reinforced, 
and the current permitting process necessitates simplification in order to curtail persistent, 
incremental losses of wetland habitat over time. 
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One of the objectives for conducting the stakeholder interviews was to investigate 
evidence of cooperation among the key players in coastal management in the study area. 
Based on the results of the interviews, there appears to be a distinct line of division 
between the entities that work cooperatively and those that work in opposition to 
sustainable wetland habitat protection. The OCRM and the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers work closely on permitting procedures; however, the permitting mechanism 
often works against county and local planning objectives for managing the overlap 
between economic development goals and wetland habitat protection. This is a critical 
point because the greater part of responsibility for the kind of wetland habitat loss 
characterized in this study falls under the administrative purview of local-level officials 
and coastal managers. The nature and scale of coastal development is largely defined at 
the local level; therefore, action to protect wetland habitat should begin at the local level 
in order to curtail persistent losses of wetlands. Efforts should also focus on eliminating 
the creation of isolated wetlands resulting from irregular patterns of conversion that 
consequently leads to diminished legal protection based on current legislation pertaining 
to isolated wetlands. 
Safeguards should be implemented by coastal managers to ensure that an 
ecosystem and its associated habitats are being sustained. The measurement of land 
use/land cover change over time through the use of tools such as GIS and remote sensing 
analyses provide support for the monitoring efforts necessary to achieve this objective. It 
is unrealistic to expect development to stop along the South Carolina coast and, given 
that this process will continue, the development that takes place should proceed in a 
judicious manner in order to avoid repeating the mistakes of past development activities 
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that have resulted in unwarranted environmental degradation. Endeavoring to achieve 
such a goal, a fundamental research question remains: how can humans continue to 
inhabit fragile coastal areas without irreversibly damaging the natural environment? 
Ultimately, existing research needs to serve as a guide for recognizing, managing, and 
protecting those vulnerable coastal areas that are still intact from being exploited. GIS 
and remote sensing data analyses allow for the derivation of information to support the 
establishment of coastal management strategies that direct development into the most 
appropriate locations within a coastal watershed. Additionally, these tools support efforts 
to promote not only sustainable development patterns but, more importantly, sustainable 
wetlands protection. The methods examined in this study are presented as one such 
attempt to analyze the probable exploitation of a valuable natural resource, to promote 
commitment to restrict exploitive development practices, and to help prevent further loss 
of habitat. 
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PICTURE PORTFOLIO: GPS GROUND CONTROL POINTS 
BOUNDARY GROUND CONTROL POINTS 
Rivertowne Residential Development 
Waypoint Number 019 
32° 53.169' North Latitude 
79° 50.398' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 22 feet 
Record Date: 8/10/03 
Edge between private lot and marsh 
(note seawall) 
Wide-angle view of private lot and 
marsh boundary 
Close-up view of marsh vegetation 
adjacent to private lot 
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Rivertowne Residential Development 
Waypoint Number 020 
32° 53.142'North Latitude 
79° 50.400' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 18 feet 
Record Date: 8/10/03 
Wide-angle view of marsh adjacent 
to a residential road 
Close-up view of marsh vegetation 
adjacent to residential road 
Drainage pond immediately behind 
marsh 
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Close-up view of marsh vegetation 
on back side of marsh located 
adjacent to residential road 
Rivertowne Residential Development 
Waypoint Number 021 
32° 53.228'North Latitude 
79° 50.557' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 18 feet 
Record Date: 8/10/03 
Close-up of marsh vegetation along 
marsh edge adjacent to Wando River 
(low tide) 
Wide-angle view of marsh vegetation 
along marsh edge adjacent to Wando 
River (low tide) 
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A second wide-angle view of marsh 
vegetation along marsh edge adjacent 
to Wando River (low tide) 
Brickyard Plantation Residential 
Development 
Waypoint Number 022 
32° 52.007' North Latitude 
79° 48.126' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 20 feet 
Record Date: 8/10/03 
Wetland buffer notification within 
development 
Vegetation surrounding wetland 
buffer sign 
M BUffEl 
ttlMjtOTfcr&D R^'fiDEHAl WW. PLEASE 
.'•^ 00 NOT DISTURB ANY VEGETATION ANO OR W1UMFE. 
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Vegetation surrounding wetland 
buffer sign 
Brickyard Plantation Residential 
Development 
Waypoint Number 024 
32° 52.030' North Latitude 
79° 48.539' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 22 feet 
Record Date: 8/10/03 
Marsh adjacent to back of private 
residential lot that is currently for 
sale and has been cleared for 
development 
Second view of marsh adjacent to 
back of private residential lot that is 
currently for sale and has been 
cleared for development 
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Third view of marsh adjacent to back 
of private residential lot that is 
currently for sale and has been 
cleared for development 
Hamlin Plantation Residential 
Development 
Waypoint Number 025 
32° 50.764' North Latitude 
79° 46.440' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 30 feet 
Record Date: 8/10/03 
View of private residential lot that is 
currently for sale adjacent to marsh 
Close-up of vegetation on private 
residential lot that is currently for 
sale adjacent to marsh 
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sutiusi 
One of the homes within Hamlin 
adjacent to marsh (note retention 
pond and culvert) 
Close-up of retention pond and 
culvert adjacent to marsh 
Darrell Creek Residential 
Development 
Waypoint Number 026 
32° 54.612' North Latitude 
79° 46.268' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 19 feet 
Record Date: 8/10/03 
Marsh-front private lot for sale 
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Close-up of vegetation within marsh-
front private lot that is for sale 
Silt fence demarcating OCRM 
critical line for marsh-front private 
lot that is for sale 
Darrell Creek Residential 
Development 
Waypoint Number 027 
32° 54.548'North Latitude 
79° 46.220' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 15 feet 
Record Date: 8/10/03 
Current home site under construction 
within Darrell Creek adjacent to 
marsh 
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View of marsh vegetation adjacent to 
home site under construction within 
Darrell Creek 
Park West Residential Development 
Waypoint Number 028 
32° 54.513' North Latitude 
79° 47.317' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 19 feet 
Record Date: 8/10/03 
Edge of development adjacent to 
marsh for private lot for sale within 
Park West (note sagging silt fence) 
Edge of development adjacent to 
marsh for private lot for sale within 
Park West 
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Edge of development adjacent to 
marsh for private lot for sale within 
Park West 
Park West Residential Development 
Waypoint Number 029 
32° 54.562' North Latitude 
79° 46.578' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 17 feet 
Record Date: 8/10/03 
Marsh-front private lot for sale 
within Park West 
Park West Residential Development 
Waypoint Number 030 
32° 54.559' North Latitude 
79° 46.522' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 18 feet 
Record Date: 8/10/03 
Edge of marsh line adjacent to 
private lot for sale within Park West 
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PURE VALUE GROUND CONTROL POINTS 
Rivertowne Residential Development 
Waypoint Number 038 
32° 53.21' North Latitude 
79° 50.41' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 20 feet 
Record Date: 2/21/04 
Grassy (cordgrass) wetland 
Rivertowne Residential Development 
Waypoint Number 039 
32° 53.25' North Latitude 
79° 50.42' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 18 feet 
Record Date: 2/21/04 
Woody wetland 
Close-up of woody wetland 
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Hamlin Plantation Residential 
Development 
Waypoint Number 040 
32° 51.23' North Latitude 
79° 46.24' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 47 feet 
Record Date: 2/21/04 
Pine forest stand 
Industrial/Commercial Site off 
Clements Ferry Road (Mikasa 
Factory) 
Waypoint Number 041 
32° 54.95'North Latitude 
79° 53.28'West Longitude 
Accuracy: 38 feet 
Record Date: 2/21/04 
Industrial/Commercial Site off 
Clements Ferry Road (Regional 
Airport Industrial Park) 
Waypoint Number 042 
32° 54.69' North Latitude 
79° 54.43' West Longitude 
Accuracy: 20 feet 






Round Affiliation Contact Date 
1 
4 Horizon Custom Homes, Inc. Mark W. Strong March 24, 2003 
President and Custom Builder 
4 U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Paula Sisson March 25, 2003 
South Carolina Coastal Ecosystems Program Jason Ayers 
David Gordon 
4 The College of Charleston Dr. Tim Callahan March 25, 2003 
Department of Geology and Environmental Geosciences Assistant Professor, Geology 
4 USDA Forest Service Diane De Steven, Ph.D. March 25, 2003 
Southern Research Station Research Ecologist 
Center for Forested Wetlands Research 
2 
4 S.C. Coastal Conservation League Jane Lareau June 3, 2003 
Forestry and Wildlife "phone interview 
4 Town of Mount Pleasant Saila Toropainen June 4, 2003 
Planning and Development Department Planner II 
Christiane Farrell 
Planner III 
4 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Fred Veal June 4, 2003 
Charleston District Team Leader/Wetland Delineation 
4 The Nature Conservancy Eric Kreuger June 5, 2003 
South Carolina Chapter Aquatic Ecologist 
3 
4 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Prescott Brownell July 21, 2003 
National Marine Fisheries Service NOAA Habitat Conservation 
4 S.C. Coastal Conservation League Nancy Vinson July 22, 2003 
Director, Water Quality Program 
4 Brickyard Plantation Beverly Lucarelli July 23, 2003 
Property Owners Association Manager 
4 Charleston County Planning Commission Dan Pennick, AICP July 25, 2003 
Assistant Director, Planning Department 
4 Prudential Real Estate Ed Hunnicutt July 25, 2003 
Darrell Creek Residential Development Realtor 
4 Sewee Preserve Dennis Avery July 26, 2003 
The Avery Company, Inc. Owner/Developer 
4 
4 Newkirk Environmental, Inc. Stephen A. Nichols August 4, 2003 
Senior Biologist 
4 Lowcountry Open Land Trust Allen D. Decker, Esq. August 4, 2003 
Staff Counsel 
4 Civil Site Environmental F. David Stevens, P.E. August 5, 2003 
4 Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management Robert D. Mikell August 6, 2003 
Manager of Federal Certification 
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INTERVIEW 3.6 
Affiliation Contact(s) Meetiii2 Information 
Horizon Custom Homes, Inc. Mark Strong March 24,2003 
President & Custom Builder 
1. What is the process or who are the groups that you must go through in order to 
obtain a permit for development? 
The Army Corps of Engineers [ACOE] conducts an initial survey and is 
responsible for wetland determination/delineation. The wetland(s) is then left 
alone, reclassified, or developed by filling in the wetland(s). These requirements 
are usually the reason for hold-ups in the development process. 
DHEC [the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control] is 
responsible for the water quality certification process. The surveyor can identify 
landuse as well. The builder is responsible for obtaining the building permit from 
the designated authorities. A general building permit is obtainedfrom the Town 
of Mount Pleasant with regard to town permitting ordinances. There are setback 
restrictions. DHEC establishes a critical line, which is generally a line set back 
35 feet from the property line. Silt fences are required and are typically placed 
along the critical line. Builders are allowed to clear one-third of the brush 
between the critical line and the property line. There is a Town tree ordinance 
that protects "Grand Trees" definedfor the value of their root systems. 
Additionally, builders are allowed to grade the property to drain toward the 
marsh. 
2. Is the building permit obtained at the neighborhood-level or residence-level? 
The building permit is site-specific. 
3. What are the current guidelines/restrictions that you must follow regarding 
development adjacent to wetland areas or where can I reference these? 
There is a new building code. Now, there is an international building code that 
has been adopted statewide. The new codes include more demanding 
requirements for development along the coast. There are now codes designed 
specifically for seismic, floodplain, and hurricane considerations. The 
International Building Code is divided between Commercial/Industrial and 
Residential development codes. Now required to provide a stamped set of 
working drawings and a site plan along with the permit application. 
The Town of Mount Pleasant has implemented an ordinance to limit the town's 
growth to three-and-a-half percent, which put a cap on building permit 
availability. Dunes West, Park West, Rivertowne, Hamlin, and Darrell Creek are 
all brand-new residential developments with long-term growing expectations. 
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There are set build-out deadlines for these developments. The developers must 
move a certain number of properties within a given amount of time in order to 
make the development economically feasible. Many small, custom builders have 
to latch onto volume/merchant builders (200-300 lots per year) because there are 
not enough permits to build enough houses to meet these financial deadlines and 
selling requirements. A lot of permits are allotted through "affordable " housing 
through large volume/merchant developers such as Centex. If Centex can't buy 
the permits, it is less feasible for "expensive " development to take place. This 
scenario often drives development to other areas where permits are not as 
restricted. 
The cap on development is currently set up to stagger permit allocation over an 
entire year; however, the process is front-loaded. There is a five-year build-out 
plan - six percent this year [2003], ^ /ve percent next year [2004], etc. This 
arrangement has created hysteria among developers. There is currently a year-
and-a-half over supply of building permits this year [2003] that will be 
incrementally cut over the next six years in order to ramp down from a ten 
percent growth rate in the Town of Mount Pleasant to a three-and-a-half percent 
growth rate by the sixth year. From the point of application submission, it usually 
takes approximately a month to receive a building permit. This, of course, 
depends on demand. If demand is high, it can take up to three months to receive a 
building permit. 
4. Who enforces these regulations? 
The Town of Mount Pleasant Inspections Department enforces building 
regulations. A builder should be well informed about area ordinances and 
regulations in order to not run into issues regarding development dos and don 'ts. 
If a developer is unsure of a guideline, then he or she should wait until an answer 
is received before proceeding. 
5. What concerns/issues do you face or problems do you encounter when dealing 
with these standards? 
The engineering community was not preparedfor the influx of drawings and site 
plans that they must approve in order to push a building permit through to 
completion [due to the current (2003) oversupply of building permits available]. 
This situation has caused serious delays in the building process. 
6. Are there any local or state derived wetland protection laws that affect your 
development process? 
The more restrictive requirements of the new International Building Code are 
more costly. This cost has to be passed on to the consumer, making negotiations 
more difficult. For example, we are required to install tie-downs within the frame 
of the house. These footers are wind-loaders spaced thirty-two to forty-eight 
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inches apart. Reinforced steel runs through the blocks of the house. They are 
filled with concrete. It is an anchoring procedure. In order to make sure that the 
foundation of the home can handle this additional weight, we must have a soil 
survey analysis completed. Per the new International Building Code, we are now 
required to meet additional seismic requirements, which entail an increased 
amount of steel in the footers, walls, and crawl spaces of the home [i.e., more 
weight/more cost]. These requirements have changed the original principles 
followedfor foundation construction, increasing builder and consumer cost. 
7. Do you provide any information or literature to the people who buy property from 
you regarding their wetland protection responsibilities or awareness issues? Do 
you make buyers aware of the wetland protection regulations? 
No. 
8. How do homeowners respond to you in terms of enforcing wetlands regulations, 
and are there any issues with buyer expectations (i.e., docks, decks, etc.)? 
The developer must be careful how he markets the property. These things must be 
pointed out in the buying process and covered before you get to the point of 
building initiation. The sales force must also communicate with the buyer 
concerning any unique restrictions regarding the building site. With regard to 
docks, pools, etc., these require a separate type of construction permit - separate 
process. 
9. How do you choose a parcel of land to develop? 
This decision is based on what has been built (or is being built) in a subdivision 
and what the market looks like for a particular type of price level. A builder must 
also take into consideration the price range that a consumer is wishing build 
within. Builders also consider how marketable a "spec " home will be. 
Everything depends on the current market. Construction loans are like having an 
extra mortgage. 
10. Pertinent contacts? 
Darrell Creek Development - Ed Hunnicutt (Realtor/266-5000) 
Dunes West - Kevin Popson (General Manager/881-6060) 









March 25, 2003 
David Gordon 
General discussion regarding the following specific areas of interest: 
• South Carolina wetland habitat species 
• Wetland conservation, monitoring, and regulation 
Results of discussion: 
• Isolated wetlands are no longer under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers. The state [South Carolina] currently has jurisdiction over isolated 
wetlands, which often means that they are vulnerable [i.e., subject to degradation] 
unless they are located within the Francis Marion National Forest. 
• With runoff into wetlands from graded property sites, there has been a closing of 
oyster beds. 
• Refer to "NatureServe " website for good information. 
• The OCRM [South Carolina Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management 
(under the authority of the South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control)] determines the critical line for residential property sites. 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers handles all wetland delineations. The critical 
line is based on the mean high-water mark. There is usually a thirty-five foot 
buffer set back. There is currently no enforcement or monitoring of existing 
buffer zones. Homeowners are pushing into these buffer zones because they are 
not monitored or enforced. Homeowners usually do not understand the reasoning 
behind the establishment of a critical line and buffer zone. 
• Conservation easements are one example of mitigation efforts on the part of The 
Nature Conservancy and Ducks Unlimited. 
• Three criteria for defining a wetland in South Carolina (as defined by the Corps 
of Engineers during delineation activities and regulatory standards): 
o Hydrology — saturated soils at least five percent of the growing season 
o Hydrophytic vegetation 
o Hydric soils 
• The definition of "wetland" as used for the GIS layers downloadedfrom the 
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources can be found at the National 
Wetlands Inventory website. 
• Clemson University has been working on future projections for landuse change 
within coastal South Carolina. See Clemson website for more details. 
• Since Landsat data has thirty-meter pixels, FWS recommends using aerial 
photography available for download from the South Carolina Department of 
Natural Resources because it has one-meter resolution. The landuse digital 
orthophoto quarter quadrangles are based on satellite imagery anyway. 
• Pertinent contacts: 
o DHEC - Sean Connelly (803-898-3952) 
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o National Marine Fisheries Service - Prescott Brownell (30 years 
experience) (work: 843-762-8591; cell: 843-693-3568) 
o OCRM-Rob Mikell (843-747-4323) 
o South Carolina Coastal Conservation League - Jane Lareau (843-723-
8035 ext. 15) 
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INTERVIEW 3.6 
Affiliation Contact(s) Meeting Information 
College of Charleston Dr. Tim Callahan March 25, 2003 
Dept. of Geology & Assistant Professor of Geology 
Environmental Geosciences 
1. I wish to fit my research within the margins of local research objectives. Can you 
describe what some of these objectives are and how they are currently being 
addressed? 
The dominant concern right now is changing landuse patterns - both inland and 
coastal. There has been a shift from agriculture to tree farming; therefore, 
researchers have been addressing the hydrology flux from the upland areas to the 
lowcountry. These changes in hydrologic flux, of course, affect wetland 
dynamics. 
2. What are the major journals and regional publishing houses that you would 
recommend in terms of additional sources of information and potential 
publication of my research? 
Wetlands & the Journal of Hydrology 
3. Are you aware of any grant funding opportunities for this type of research, 
specifically with regard to purchasing remotely sensed data? 
The "Sea Grant" through NOAA. Contact: RickDevoe. Bill Golightly of the 




USDA Forest Service 
Southern Research Station 
Center for Forested Wetlands 
Research 
Contact(s) 
Diane De Steven 
Research Ecologist 
Meeting Information 
March 25, 2003 
General discussion regarding the following specific areas of interest: 
• Regional trends 
• Wetland definition 
• Wetland conservation, monitoring, and regulation 
Results of discussion: 
• With regard to regional-scale trends, there has been a decline in agriculture. 
Subsequently, there has been an increase in pine plantations in order to meet 
timber demand. There has also been an increase in private land ownership. 
• Industry is now looking at drainage that is amenable to tree production. 
• Within Charleston County, urbanization and development are the biggest issues. 
There is not a lot of "green space " consciousness. 
• The associates of the USDA Forest Service do not usually involve themselves in 
local/regional issues. 
• It would be a good idea to look at silviculture permitting under the Clean Water 
Act (404). Forest operations can conduct "minor " drainage modifications for 
timber cropping. It is a kind of "back-door " way to develop land through 
reclassification. 
• There are basically three ways of handling wetlands located on or adjacent to a 
potential development site: 
o Avoid impact 
o Minimize impact 
o Compensate or mitigate for impact through the creation or restoration of 
wetlands 
• Need to look at nationwide permits versus individual permits 
• Should aim for no net loss of wetlands and conservation easements. 
• Isolated wetlands are now not covered under Clean Water Act 404. 
• Pertinent contacts: 
o The Nature Conservancy (Charleston Office) — Eric Kreuger (843-937-




S.C. Coastal Conservation League Jane Lareau 
Forestry & Wildlife 
Contact(s) Meeting Information 
June 3, 2003 
Phone Interview 
General discussion regarding the following specific areas of interest: 
• Key players in development projects that involve wetlands 
• Generalized permitting process for development projects that involve wetlands 
Results of discussion: 
• The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [ACOE] is currently responsible for the 
enforcement of federal law pertaining to wetlands and the OCRM [South Carolina 
Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management (under the authority of the 
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control)] is responsible 
for the enforcement of state law pertaining to wetlands. Therefore, developers 
deal with enforcement agencies that maintain different jurisdictions, and the 
developer must apply for permits with both parties. There is a single permitting 
application process in place in order to help expedite the required paperwork. 
• Next, the developer hires a wetland consultant [i.e., an environmental consultant], 
whether it is an individual or team, to guide the developer through the 
development process with regard to upholding environmental laws. Typically, the 
consultant strives to maximize the developer's potential interests on a property 
within the bounds of legal guidelines. 
• The South Carolina Coastal Conservation League [SCCCL] can sue the 
developer if they do notfeel that the law has been followed. The League is the 
last buffer, or "firewall, " that the developer bumps up against before being 
allowed to alter a wetland. 
• It is an integrative process. They [the developers, the participants in the 
development process, and the opposition to development] have been doing it for 
so long that they all know one another, and many issues are handled prior to 
implementation of a project. If not, all interested parties go to court over it. 
• The SCCCL receives a notice from OCRM/DHEC every Friday that identifies the 
new permits that have been appliedfor to fill, destroy, or alter wetlands for 
development. This communication [public disclosure] allows the SCCCL to 
respond in a timely fashion to any projects they feel are not defensible within the 
bounds of legal doctrine. 
• The developer must demonstrate that they have used every possible means to 
avoid alteration and that there is no other recourse than the alteration of the 
wetland. 
• There is usually tension between the interests of the developer and the legal 
capacity of his environmental consultant. 
• Usually, if the alteration of a wetland is permitted, the developer must pay 




Town of Mount Pleasant 












Where can I obtain digital data layers for specific residential developments within 
Mount Pleasant? 
The Property Value Assessors [PVA] office can help you with that information. 
Contact the GIS/Mapping department. 
Where can I obtain information pertaining to the following current re-zoning 
issues? 
• Change of the rural/suburban boundary to the north 
• Marino tract project development 
• Re-zoning of marsh islands 
You can refer to the public hearing documents, maps, and Planning Commission 
proposals to amend the Town of Mount Pleasant Code of Ordinances regarding 
these issues [copies of these documents were provided by Ms. Toropainen]. You 
can also find updates on these issues at the Town of Mount Pleasant website 
[http://www.townofmountpleasant.com/News/index.shtml]. 
Can you briefly describe the permitting/zoning/surveying process within Mount 
Pleasant? 
These activities do not fall under our jurisdiction. Permitting, zoning, and 
surveying procedures are administered at the county-level. 
Can you provide contact information for someone that I can get in touch with at 
the Charleston County Planning Commission? 
Brenda Wheatley 
Geographic Information Systems 
(843) 958-4028 
bwheatley@charlestoncounty. org 
What are the dominant concern issues pertaining to current and future 
development plans within the Town of Mount Pleasant? 
There is currently a proposal to expand the rural-suburban boundary line to the 
north in Mount Pleasant. The Town and County urban growth boundaries are 
not the same. Right now, the County urban growth boundary is south of the 
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Town's boundary. The County is proposing to jump the Town's boundary limit by 
moving the political line further north. The Town feels that this is unnecessary 
and unwarranted. This annexation will increase the strain on already burdened 
Town resources such as infrastructure, police and fire protection, and sewer and 
water services. Additionally, there is a proposal for more commercial 
development [referred to as the "Marino (the developer) tract"]. The Town of 
Mount Pleasant is trying to restrict the speed with which urban development is 
occurring due to the strain on resources; therefore, we are opposed to and are 
fighting both of these proposals. 
We currently have an agreement with Mount Pleasant Waterworks that is helping 
to curb over-development [a copy of this resolution was provided by Ms. 
Toropainen], As it currently stands, Mount Pleasant Waterworks will not provide 
a development with sewer service if the project is not in compliance with Mount 
Pleasant Planning goals for sustainable development. Please note, however, that 
this agreement is a resolution and not an ordinance; therefore, the resolution is 
not iron-clad. 
6. Where can I refer to the Town of Mount Pleasant planning regulations, and what 
is this document called? 
The Town's planning and development regulations are detailed in a document 
called the "Code of Ordinances, " which can be referenced online. The 
"Comprehensive Plan " document can also be purchased online (a revised version 
will be issued in the fall [of 2003p. 
7. Who enforces and checks for compliance with the Code of Ordinances and the 
tenets of the Comprehensive Plan at development sites? 
Field engineers that work for Town Planning "watchdog" that regulations are 
being adhered to for the full development process. 
8. Are there any restrictions or advisement issued homeowner's of property adjacent 
to or on wetland ground regarding landuse (e.g., restrictions on pesticide and 
fertilizer use)? 
There are no restrictions on landuse issued by the Town. Restrictions on landuse 
are administered by OCRM (e.g., setbacks and buffers). 
9. Are there any opportunities made available to the public in Mount Pleasant 
pertaining to education about the protection of wetlands? 
There is no current outreach or special educational opportunities pertaining to 




Affiliation Contact(s) Meeting Information 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Fred Veal June 4, 2003 
Charleston District Team Leader 
Wetland Delineation 
1. Can you briefly describe the general steps involved in the permitting process for 
wetland development? 
There is currently a single application process in place that covers both OCRM 
and ACOE requirements. There is a concurrent approval process coordinated 
between OCRM and ACOE. OCRM establishes the wetland buffer, critical line, 
and setback delineations. ACOE does not challenge these. ACOE is responsible 
for the wetland delineation accuracy. An environmental consultant often 
conducts the actual wetland delineation, but ACOE must approve the accuracy of 
the delineation. Refer to the Compensatory Mitigation SOP [Standard Operating 
Procedure; a copy of this document was provided by Mr. Veal], In addition, 
OCRM requires a Wetland Masterplan (also required by Charleston County 
Planning). 
2. What document should be referenced for the working definition of "wetland" and 
the procedure for conducting wetland delineations used by ACOE? 
Refer to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's (National Wetlands Inventory 
Center) document entitled "Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of 
the United States" for working definitions pertaining to wetlands [available for 
online reference at 
http://wetlands.fws.gov/Pubs_Reports/Class_Manual/class_titlepg.htm]. The 
definitions contained within this document are used by ACOE. For reference to 
procedures followedfor wetland delineations, refer to the 1987 "Wetland 
Delineation Manual" that was generated by ACOE [available for online reference 
at [http ://www. sac.usace. army. mil/permits/wet .html]. 
3. What reference should be used to locate regulations regarding observation of 
endangered species habitat? 
Refer to the "Subject: Compliance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act 
of1973, as amended; Standard Local Operating Procedures for Endangered 
Species (SLOPES) " [a copy of this document was provided by Mr. Veal], 
4. Who currently follows up on compliance with the established regulations and 
administers to enforcement? 
One of the watchdog groups is the Southern Environmental Law Group (located 
in North Carolina). Futuristically, compliance assurance will fall under the 
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direction of Washington. Project managers will be issued a file that they will 
monitor until a development project is complete in order to ensure compliance. 
Currently, the Compliance Section of the Charleston District ACOE holds this 
responsibility. During closings, attorneys are supposed to disclose wetland 
buffers, setbacks, and restrictions to the consumer (if the developer files 
properly). Ideally, real estate agents should also inform consumers of wetland 
responsibilities. 
5. Are there any opportunities made available to the public in Mount Pleasant 
pertaining to education about the protection of wetlands through ACOE? 
Training made available through ACOE is focused on federal personnel only. If 
additional slots are open for a particular training class, then state employees can 
be included in training sessions. There are not any wetland education outreach 
programs made available to the general public through ACOE. 
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INTERVIEW 3.6 
Affiliation Contact(s) Meeting Information 
The Nature Conservancy Eric Krueger June 5, 2003 
South Carolina Chapter Aquatic Ecologist 
1. Does The Nature Conservancy (TNC) get involved with local and regional issues? 
Yes, but we have not specifically become involved in the main concern issues 
defined by the Town of Mount Pleasant Planning Department (i.e., the Marino 
tract development project, re-zoning of marsh islands, etc.). We do not currently 
have any ongoing projects taking place in Mount Pleasant; however, a regional 
project was recently conducted by TNC entitled "A Strategic Plan for the Sewee 
to Santee Region" that includes areas of Mount Pleasant [a copy of this 
document was provided by Mr. Krueger], 
2. Does TNC create and maintain any digital data layers for their projects, and is this 
information available for public use? 
TNC relies on obtaining digital data from other agencies, therefore, we do not 
directly create digital data layers. Since we obtain this data from other agencies, 
we cannot distribute it. 
3. Are there any opportunities made available through TNC to the public in the 
Charleston County region pertaining to education about the protection of 
wetlands? 
No. There has been an organizational pullback from educational outreach 
because TNC directors feel that those types of activities are not within the scope 
of TNC's true mission and objectives. 
4. What are the dominant concern issues that TNC is focused on pertaining to 
current and future development activity in South Carolina? 
TNC is mostly concerned with maintaining enough landscape contiguity for the 
application ofprescribed burns, especially for longleafpine forests. TNC seeks to 
reduce the degree of fragmented landscape landuse patterns throughout the state. 
TNC is also concentrating on the preservation of maritime forests, particularly 
focusing on island concerns. 
TNC determines its regional interests based on what is of consequence to the 
conservation areas and then designating any particular threats to that area. 
There are 4 primary system targets in South Carolina [TNC also identifies 
species targets]: 
• Barrier islands 
• Estuaries 
• Longleafpine forests and associated communities 
• Riverine forested wetlands (especially hydrologic relationships) 
Are there any pertinent contacts that you provide? 
John Prince — Southern Resource Office of TNC 
(919) 484-7857 ext. 122 
Mike Prevost - TNC McClellanville Office 




Affiliation Contact(s) Meeting Information 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Prescott Brownell July 21, 2003 
Administration (NOAA) NOAA Habitat Conservation 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
1. As a federal program, what is a general overview of the National Marine Fisheries 
Service relationship to the protection of wetlands? 
With regard to fisheries management, we uphold the statutes of the Fish & 
Wildlife Coordination Act, which stipulates that we must regulate any 
development affectingfisheries and wildlife resources. Wetlands are nurseries 
for fish and wildlife resources. 
There is a connection among marine, estuarine, andfreshwaters systems. 
Wetlands are important to the functionality of all of these systems. Most of these 
systems are dependent on wetlands for trophic functions and water quality. Since 
the ocean is nutrient-poor, productivity and nutrients come from river basin 
networks. Wetlands provide a land-derived nutrient system for biomass input into 
the overall system (estuarine and marine). There is a huge quantity of export 
productivity coming from wetlands. This input is an integral purpose of wetlands 
that is often overlooked or ignored. 
Wetlands also serve a storage function in the natural landscape. They contain 
saturated soils that are filled up by winter rains. At the point of over-saturation, 
nutrient-filled material is pushed into estuarine and marine systems (like a pump). 
The wetlands define the linkage between the land and water network. If you drain 
andfill wetlands, you lose the conduits for pushing these vital nutrients through 
the system. 
Further, wetlands are necessary for water quality protection. Wetlands serve as 
collection basins, or traps, for excess nutrients and environmental contaminants. 
They are able break down pollution through decomposition before the 
contaminants reach the water, thus helping to protect marine and estuarine water 
quality. 
2. What are the main objectives of the activities conducted by the NMFS? 
The NMFS is charged with coordinating compliance to the Magnuson-Stevens 
Fishery Conservation and Management Act. We determine essential fish habitat 
and help to promote the quality of that habitat, which is dependent upon the 
quality of the upland freshwater environment. 
3. Is the NMFS currently conducting any projects specifically pertaining to the 
Town of Mount Pleasant? 
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The NMFS will review the Marino Tract development project in order to ensure 
that the loss of wetlands is kept to a minimum. There has been unregulated 
growth in Mount Pleasant until 10 years ago. 
4. Does the replacement of wetlands as compensation for the loss of wetlands in a 
development project work? 
No. You cannot replace a naturalfunction and process in the landscape. 
Compensatory mitigation is unsatisfactory. The current wetland protection 
program is broken. The EPA should have the final say regarding development 
projects that affect wetland habitat. But currently there must be coordination 
among sister federal branches that all have a stage in wetland regulation - the 
Army Corps of Engineers, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the NMFS. We 
review and recommend projects with deference to each sister, executive branch. 
There is a sequencing process in dealing with wetlands. 
There are a couple of examples of conservation-driven development taking place 
in the region, such as Palmetto Bluff. Dewees Island is another real estate 
venture that is conservation-compatible. 
5. Does the NMFS maintain digital data regarding wetland habitat, and is it available 
to the public? 
The NMFS does have digital data pertaining to essential fish habitat, but it does 
not include freshwater habitat, a political decision. The OCRM would be a better 
place to ask for digital wetland data. 
6. Does the NMFS conduct any water quality monitoring? If not, who does? 
In general, there is very little water quality monitoring conducted by anyone. It is 
typically DHEC's responsibility, but it is a very limited program. The South 
Carolina Department of Natural Resources has some water quality data, but it is 
probably out-of-date. 
7. Are there any opportunities made available to the public in the Charleston region 
pertaining to education about the protection of wetlands? 
The NMFS is currently under funded and has been downsized. There are very 
few, if any, educational outreach opportunities made available to the public. 
8. Additional discussion results: 
• You should refer to the "Charleston Harbor Project" document generated 
by the OCRM. It contains information pertaining to the past, present, and 
future of wetlands in Mount Pleasant. 
• The mitigation opportunities for wetlands currently include the following: 
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o Protect the wetlands that are already in place 
o Construct new/additional wetlands for stormwater management 
(not replacement) 
o Create "green space " to compensate for the loss of wetland 
habitat 
• With regard to documenting change in wetland habitat, one must consider 
the criteria used for determining what is considered and documented as a 
wetland. There is currently political pressure to reduce what is 
considered a wetland. Landuse delineations may not be generous enough, 
therefore under-representing the true degree of wetland habitat. The 
ACOE may make decisions to not include a full wetland area because 
some may not come under the purview of federal program review, such as 
isolated wetlands. 
9. Are there any pertinent contacts that you provide? 
Dr. Fred Holland-a good contact for possible water quality data 
(843)762-8511 
Duncan Newkirk Wetland Consultant for Newkirk Environmental Consultants 
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INTERVIEW 3.6 
Affiliation Information Contact(s) Meeting 
S.C. Coastal Conservation League Nancy Vinson July 22, 2003 
Director, Water Quality Program 
1. Where does your funding come from? 
Dana Beach organized the S. C. Coastal Conservation League (SCCCL) about 14 
years ago. One-third of our funding comes from membership fees, one-third from 
private foundation grants, and one-third from major donors. We have a total of 4 
offices with a twenty-person staff. 
2. How is the SCCCL currently responding to the following development issues in 
Mount Pleasant? 
• Re-zoning of marsh islands - We are mostly concerned with the bridges 
being constructed out to these marsh islands right now. They are very 
detrimental to the environment. Our website [http://www.scccl.org] 
contains all of the most current information pertaining to this issue. 
• Marino tract development project - We have shelved response to this 
project for now because it is so early in the game and plans are too vague. 
We need more information in order to respond to any environmental 
threats. 
• Change of the rural/suburban boundary to the north (i.e., the conflict 
between Town and County planning) - You should contact Br ana Rerig 
(202-7200) for the most up-to-date information. The boundary currently 
exists as the Town's version of the urban growth boundary as far as we 
know. Details should be included in the Comprehensive Plan. 
3. How do OCRM/DHEC public development notices work? 
The SCCCL currently receives an email from DHEC/OCRM that communicates 
all of the applications for permits on a weekly basis. These are permits that have 
been applied for but not yet approved. We have 15 days in order to respond to 
these permit applications if we feel that a project needs to be investigated. For 
stormwater permits pertaining to isolated freshwater wetlands, we receive a 
longer period in which to respond because these permits are more complicated. 
These notices are part of public record. They are printed in the regional 
newspapers, and anyone can request to be put on a notification email list like our 
group. The guidelines for public notices are included within state law. 
4. What are the current focal concerns of the SCCCL for the Charleston region? 
We spend most of our time on permit review and legal appeal projects. There is a 
lot of litigation/legal action over individual permits. We strive to work out a 
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compromise between developers and conservationists. This is often problematic 
with wetlands because consultant delineations are inaccurate and usually under-
represent actual wetland acreage. 
5. Are there any opportunities made available to the public in the Charleston region 
pertaining to education about the protection of wetlands? 
Educational outreach on the importance of wetlands has been conducted by 
Jimmy Chandler, a S.C. environmental lawyer, in order to build grassroots 
support for wetland protection. Rob Mikell of OCRM has also conducted 
educational outreach because wetlands fall under DHEC regulation as "waters of 
the state." 
6. Are there any pertinent contacts that you can share with me? 
Edwin Cooper - Ducks Unlimited 
745-7881 
270-2607 (cell) 
Ellison Smith -a S.C. lawyer that represents developers' interests 
881-1623 
Jimmy Chandler -a S.C. lawyer that represents conservationists' interests (S.C. 




Affiliation Contact(s) Meeting Information 
Brickyard Plantation Beverly Lucarelli July 23,2003 
Property Owners Association Manager 
1. What is the predominant demographic makeup of this development? 
There are mostly young families with young children who buy property in this 
development. The second largest group of homebuyers is made up of retirees. 
2. Are most of your homebuyers from in-state or out-of-state? 
There is a relatively even mix of both in-state and out-of-state buyers. 
3. Do you have any printed maps of the development? 
No. The original (previous) managers of the development did poor job with their 
file management. You would have to defer to either the PVA or the Town of 
Mount Pleasant Planning Department. 
4. Do you know how many of your lots back up to marsh or wetlands? 
No. 
5. Do you currently provide any information to homeowners regarding land use 
adjacent to wetlands? If so, when is this information provided to the buyer? 
Yes. This information is contained within the "Covenants and Restrictions " 
document and is provided to the buyer when they close on the property. The 
buyer also receives a welcome packet. 
6. What are the dates that this development was initiated and then built-out? 
The development began in 1995 and was built-out by 1998. The Homeowner's 
Association was initiated at the time of build out, and the developer pulled out. 
7. Who is the developer? 
Centra Corporation. Don Davidson was the Broker-in-Charge and Ben Harrison 
was responsible for the development. 
8. Are there any marsh islands included within the development that are currently 
zoned for development or have already been developed? 
I don't know. 
Are there any conservation easements or green space set aside throughout the 
development? 
Wetlands are set aside as conservation easements within the development. 
Is there any specific training conducted for landscape managers, groundskeepers, 
or maintenance personnel with regarding to proper handling of pesticides and 
fertilizers, especially around wetlands? 
We do not have an on-site staff. We use a maintenance company that is licensed 
and educated. They do not touch anything fed by the ocean, river, or salt marsh. 
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INTERVIEW 3.6 
Affiliation Contact(s) Meeting Information 
Charleston County Planning Daniel Pennick, AICP July 25, 2003 
Assistant Director 
1. Can you generally describe the process by which a developer applies for and 
obtains a permit for development adjacent to or involving the alteration of 
wetland habitat? 
Refer to the following sources of information that specifically pertain to wetlands 
and development: 
• The Comprehensive Planning Guide of the Municipal Association of South 
Carolina 
• The State Legislative website: Title 6, Chapter 29 
• The County of Charleston Comprehensive Plan (International Planning 
Firm) 
o Figure 3.2.1 
o Figure 3.2.5 
o Figure 3.2.7 
o Chapter 4 in Zoning and Land Development 
• See "Base Zoning Districts" (4-1) 
With regard to the order in which the development process takes place the 
following is the relative order in which events occur: 
• A planned development application, or zoning application, is submitted 
first 
• A developer then applies for a building permit that must go through a site 
plan review 
• Charleston County Planning is the first group to determine whether or not 
a particular landuse is permitted and if the proposal meets zoning 
requirements 
• If the landuse is permitted, then building allocation (residential, 
subdivision, etc.) is determined within the site plan review 
• OCRM and DHEC must then approve any wetland alteration including the 
establishment of critical lines, setbacks, and buffers. 
• The developer then seeks municipal utilities approval 
• Building services reviews the site plans in order to ensure compliance 
with established building codes 
• At that point, the developer hires an environmental consultant to begin the 
process of wetland mitigation plans 
In general, low-density housing allotment for residential development projects 
planned within "natural" areas is a highly controversial subject in the region. 
[Cluster development is the method/style of residential development projects that 
is preferred and promoted by conservationists in the region. This development 
approach was mentioned during similar discussions in multiple interviews.] 
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2. Where can I obtain a copy of the Charleston County Comprehensive Plan? 
A summary of the document can be obtained from our website or a copy of the 
entire document can be purchased for $25.00. The "Charleston County Zoning 
and Land Development Regulations " document is also available in its entirety on 
our website. 
3. How are County planning regulations and ordinances enforced? 
We have code enforcement officers that respond to complaints. We only respond 
to complaints. Other than that, a developer must show all preservation plans 
(grand trees, setbacks, buffers, etc.) within the site plan. If they fail to do so and 
perjure themselves, County Planning takes them to court. 
4. What is the current growth strategy for Charleston County? Are you driven by 
development or are you trying to put limits on the degree of urban development? 
Our current growth strategy is set up like concentric circles. There are 
essentially 4 Mount Pleasants [in terms of the pattern of growth]. The current 
development progression in Mount Pleasant is up Highway 17 North due to 
pressures from the Isle of Palms Connector traffic, Highway 526, as well as new 
development traffic up Highway 41. We are trying to preserve natural features, 
but we have to work from what is already in place. Basically, the Town of Mount 
Pleasant is trying to do too little too late in order to curb the development boom. 
They will pass the build-out potential soon. The Town of Mount Pleasant has 
had a strong annexation program over the last 10 years. Development has been 
widespread, but they are now beginning to feel the pressures of overtaxed 
resources. 
5. Does Charleston County Planning currently have any role in the controversial 
proposal to re-zone multiple marsh islands in Mount Pleasant as conservation 
areas? 
This issue deals with "Natural Resource Management Areas. " Because these 
marsh islands are already [originally] zoned for development, it will be difficult to 
reverse the zoning. In other words, once the law has already given permission to 
develop [destruct] a particular plot of land, it is very difficultfor a group to 
reverse this decision due to the financial incentives associated with development 
[regardless of a change in values associated with the land unless all parties agree]. 
The Town Council will hold public hearings in order for all concerned parties to 
voice their opinion on the issue. Then there will be further studies conducted in 
order to substantiate any claims. It basically boils down to water and sewer 
access and privileges. 
Do you have any information that you can share regarding the Marino tract 
development project? 
The Marino development project is economic development. It is a mixed land use 
project. The County views the Marino project as a positive economic stimulus for 
the area. The problem is greed. In order for the Marino project to get 
water/sewer service for the proposed development site, Mount Pleasant must 
annex the property into the Town's service limit. Mount Pleasant doesn 't want to 
annex because it would put a strain on the Town's resources. Additionally, 
Mount Pleasant has been working to limit urban growth and to focus only on 
existing residential development; however, development will continue. [The 
project is only in the preliminary proposal and planning stages and is already 
stirring a great deal of controversy.] 
Where does County Planning stand in regards to changing the urban growth 
boundary (rural/suburban boundary) further north in the Town of Mount Pleasant, 
thus usurping the jurisdictional boundary currently maintained by the Town and 
expanding the region of potential development? 
We have been debating the current urban growth boundary with the Town. We 
have proposed a boundary that would be located further to the north than the 
current boundary. A map has been created depicting the differences between the 
two boundaries. At this time, the boundary is still being recognized by both 
entities as the boundary maintained by the Town. [Since the time of this 
interview, the urban growth boundary continues to be recognized by both entities 
as the boundary maintained by the Town, and there has been no further debate 
about continuing to pursue changing the boundary to the north. There is, 
however, the potential that the Marino tract development project may challenge 
this course of events.] 
Do the current County ordinances contain any restrictions pertaining to land use 
adjacent to wetlands (i.e., the use of fertilizers, construction, disposal, etc.)? If so, 
where are these restrictions outlined? 
The County maintains two sets of ordinances: the County of Charleston 
Comprehensive Plan and the Zoning and Land Development ordinances. Our 
restrictions regarding wetlands are contained within the Zoning and Land 
Development ordinances; however, these types of restrictions fall more under the 








July 25, 2003 
Realtor 
Darrell Creek Development 
1. When was the Darrell Creek residential development initiated? 
The project began about 12 years ago. It started out as the River Station 
subdivision. They only sold about 10 to 12 lots and then went bankrupt and lost 
the property. The current developer (Crowne Charleston Associates) has had 
the property for the last 5 years. The homes are mostly constructed by small 
custom builders. 
2. Who is the environmental consultant for the development? 
David Stevens of Civil Service Engineering (CSE) (849-8945). 
3. What is the price range of the homes that back to wetland? 
The lots that back to wetland or marsh views typically run about 5,000 to 15,000 
more dollars. I can provide you with a map that reflects the marsh-front lots. 
4. What is the dominant age group that is building in the subdivision and are they 
local or from out-of-state? 
Mostly youngfamilies are building in the subdivision. There is a mix of local and 
out-of- state buyers. 
5. Do you currently provide any information to homeowners regarding land use 
adjacent to the marshes in Darrell Creek? If so, when and how is this 
information provided to the buyer? 
This information is outlined in the Covenants and Restrictions that are issued to 
the buyer when they put a lot under contract. 
6. What group is responsible for the enforcement of these guidelines? 
They are enforced by the Homeowners' Association. 
7. Is there any specific training conducted for landscape managers, groundskeepers, 
or maintenance personnel with regarding to proper handling of pesticides and 
fertilizers, especially around the marshes? 
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Affiliation Contact(s) Meeting Information 
Sewee Preserve Dennis Avery July 26,2003 
The Avery Company, Inc. Developer 
1. How did you choose this parcel of land for development and why did you opt to 
conserve/protect a large portion of the developable property? 
I became aware of the availability of the property. At the time, I had been 
reading about low-impact development. I initially planned the property for 70 
large estates. After further study andfeedback from the "conservation guys " 
[i.e., Ducks Unlimited, South Carolina Coastal Conservation League, etc.], / 
decided to reduce the number of home sites to only 30 and to put the rest of the 
property into a conservation easement. 
2. What process did you go through in order to develop Sewee Preserve (i.e., zoning, 
permitting, surveying, etc.)? 
I had to submit permit applications (simultaneously) through Charleston County 
Planning, OCRM, and the Army Corps of Engineers. OCRM and the Corps 
managed the wetland delineation, endangered species survey, tree survey, and 
the land disturbance permitting. I also had to have an archeological survey 
conducted in order to prove that no cultural/historical resources would be 
disturbed by the development. 
I received significant tax deductions for not developing the entire property. I 
could have built up to 400 homes over the property. Now, I can write off the 
difference between building 400 homes and only 30 homes. This is a 
conservation development in which the conservation easement is held by 
Wetlands America Trust, which is a division of Ducks Unlimited. A 
conservation development is still based on making money. It is an 
entrepreneurial effort. 
3. Was a single permit issued for the entire development or individual (residence-
level permit versus a neighborhood-level permit)? 
A single permit was issued for the entire development. OCRM has to approve the 
drainage system, wetlands, sewer/water lines, etc. The Town of Mount Pleasant 
Waterworks has to agree to provide service to the development. 
4. What was the time frame of the initiation of the development? 
I closed on the property on May 31, 2001. I studied the potential for the 
development for about a year. The final plat was issued in October 2002. 
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5. What stage of the development process are you in now? 
My current objectives are to complete the creation of the freshwater lake, 
construct 8 miles of trail, clear plots for food sources for wildlife, construct 
wildlife observation decks, and sell the remaining available lots. 
6. What issues have arisen since the initiation of the development? 
The biggest challenge has been marketing the lots - selling the idea of Sewee 
Preserve. I had to meet a pre-sell commitment, which actually exceeded my 
expectations in the end. Now I am in a better position than when I first began 
this project. It is not as big of a risk anymore. The difficult part of selling the 
idea of a conservation development is that it is inherently expensive. 
7. Who was your environmental consultant? 
Sabine and Waters of Summerville. Their environmental consulting 
responsibilities included wetlands and endangered species. 
8. How many of your home sites are adjacent to wetlands? 
All 30 
9. What is the dominant age group that is building in the development and are they 
local or from out-of-state? 
There are mostly young families and retired couples currently buying the lots. 
The development was originally zonedfor intense development, but the 
property includes strategically important resources. There are a few second-
home market buyers. A buyer is allowed to build a main house and a guest 
house. We also have some buyers who are just investing. 
10. How do homeowners respond to you in terms of enforcing the conservation and 
environmental covenants and restrictions of the development? 
There have not been any problems with the current property owners. There have, 
however, been some issues for several of the potential buyers. One guy wanted to 
be able to ride his motorcycle through the development, but they are strictly 
prohibited. Similarly, another guy wanted to know if he would be able to land 
his helicopter at the development. He was turned down as well. There haven't 
been any construction issues. 
11. Has there been any filling of wetlands in order to accommodate the 30 home sites, 
or has there been total conservation set-aside? 
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There has been no filling of wetlands. In fact, I exceeded the codes on my 
wetland buffer setbacks for the entire development. 
How will the covenants and restrictions of the development be maintained and 
enforced? 
The Sewee Preserve Architectural Review Board intends to enforce the 
established guidelines until a full and working Homeowners' Association can 
take over the management of the development. 
How iron-clad is the conservation easement over time? From a legal perspective, 
is there any threat to the protective intent of the easement generations from 
now when the "new" wears off? 
The intent of the easement doctrine is to protect the land in perpetuity. Wetlands 
America Trust holds the conservation easement. Anyone challenging the 




Affiliation Contact(s) Meeting Information 
Newkirk Environmental, Inc. Stephen A. Nichols August 4, 2003 
(Consultants) Senior Biologist 
1. Who makes up the majority of your client base - small, custom builders or large, 
high density builders? 
We primarily deal with the more large-scale development projects that require a 
"Master Plan. " These are usually residential, industrial, or commercial 
development projects. We handle each of these. We are typically contracted 
through a land planner, engineer, or developer. 
2. What are your responsibilities to your client once you are contracted for a 
consulting project? 
We utilize the available National Wetlands Inventory data, soil surveys from 
County soils mapping, aerial photography from the [South Carolina] 
Department of Natural Resources, and ground-proofing as tools to aid in 
verifying wetland habitat according to Corps [Army of Corps of Engineers] 
regulations. We seek to identify critical habitat based on 3 main criteria: 
existence of wetlands, cultural/historical resources, and presence of 
endangered species. A plat is then generated by a land surveyor. We obtain 
a verification letter of approval from the Corps, which is good for 5 years once 
the findings of the consultant are submitted and approved. If the Corps 
handled the wetland delineation themselves, timing would be an issue for the 
developer because the Corps is so backed up on wetland delineation 
requests. A Corps engineer does walk the plat with the consultant in order to 
verify the accuracy of the findings. 
3. What kind of existing maps or mapping creation do you use? 
We mostly use tax maps or boundary plats. You can request through the Corps to 
obtain plats portraying wetlands because of the Freedom of Information Act. 
Bear in mind that the identification of wetlands has changed over time. 
Delineations now include more land characteristics as wetlands than back 
in the 80's. We also use preliminary surveys and GPS to create our own maps. 
4. Where do the environmental consultant's activities fit into the development 
process schedule? 
The consultant handles the full permit application process from the beginning in 
conjunction with the engineer, land planner, and developer. The consultant is 
responsible for compiling the "package " that includes mitigation plans for the 
proposed development project. 
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5. What level of regulation (i.e., federal, state, local) is the consultant most focused 
on in terms of necessary documentation and approval? 
The engineer and land planner is more concerned with the county and municipal 
regulations. The environmental consultant handles the federal and state 
regulation requirements because these are the first that are issued. 
6. What is the most typical background/education/training of an environmental 
consultant? 
Ninety percent of the consultants have some sort of Biology or Biology related 
background (zoology, botany, horticulture, parks and recreation, etc.) 
7. Who is your main watchdog or body of enforcement (i.e., who checks your 
work)? 
Environmental consulting is an unregulated profession - not licensed. The only 
related regulating body is the Corps. Anybody can do wetland delineation. 
The Corps reviews the work. The permitting is reviewed by all of the 
regulating agencies, but the Corps is the only group the reviews wetland 
delineations. I would actually promote having a certification process in order 
to protect the legitimacy of the system rather than relying solely on reputation. 
8. What are the major roadblocks or issues in your field? 
We run into conflicts between what the developer wants and what the regulations 
will allow. Environmental consultants also face the issue of reputation in terms 
ofpushing the envelope of what is legally allowed. 
9. Where do you see the potential for future development in Mount Pleasant? 
Growth will most likely expand up Highway 17 North. Currently, there are 
efforts to promote the Marino development project as Smart Growth. 
10. Has your firm dealt with any marsh island development projects? 




Affiliation Contact(s) Meeting Information 
Lowcountry Open Land Trust Allen D. Decker, Esq. August 4, 2003 
Staff Counsel 
1. What are the objectives of the Lowcountry Open Land Trust (LOLT) and the 
region of activity for the group? 
Our jurisdiction runs from the Georgia/South Carolina state line at the Savannah 
River north to Georgetown County and also includes Horry County. We are 
focused on coastal South Carolina, which is made up of an eight county region. 
Most of our projects fall with the Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester tri-county 
region, including the Ace Basin. Our group is focused on helping private 
landowners protect their property. We receive regular unsolicited inquiries, but 
we also conduct outreach programs. 
2. Does your group have any ongoing or potential projects in the Town of Mount 
Pleasant? 
The LOLT does not currently have any projects in Mount Pleasant. It is a difficult 
area to be involved in. The East Cooper area is already mostly developed and 
cannot be set aside into an easement unless private landowners choose to utilize 
their land as an asset. The stretch between Highway 41 in Mount Pleasant 
north to Georgetown is an area ofpossibility for the LOLT. The Nature 
Conservancy is already active in this area. 
3. What is the process for creating a conservation easement? 
The LOLT drafts the easement document. We download aerial photos and walk 
the property with the owner. We also conduct a natural resources assessment 
and compile the results into a baseline resources documentation report. This 
document is used as a benchmark for future changes. The easement 
becomes binding once the document is agreed upon in finalform and signed 
by the owner and the LOLT officers. The easement is then recorded in the Land 
Records office and becomes part of public record attached to the title of the 
property. The parameters of the easement cannot be reversed. The 
difficulty in the process occurs when the property owner decides to sell the 
property. The role of the LOLT is to educate potential buyers regarding the terms 
of agreeing to a property easement. The LOLT enforces and upholds the terms 
of the easement. An easement can only be reversed by government condemnation 
of the property, which involves filing a lawsuit. The easement can be challenged, 
but the LOLT will do its utmost to uphold the easement. Reversal of an easement 
would require something drastic and stronger than county re-zoning. An 
easement carries tax deduction benefits. The region is just now starting to see 
properties with easements changing hands. We feel that we will soon see more 
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challenges to the current easements by subsequent generation property 
owners. 
4. What other agencies or groups does the LOLT primarily interact? 
We primarily deal with individual private landowners, but we also interact with 
Wetlands America Trust, The Nature Conservancy, and the Conservation Fund. 
We only deal with private funds. We have no public side. 
5. Does the LOLT receive OCRM/DHEC notices of permits that have been applied 
for in the region? 
We do receive these notices (via email) specifically for critical area permitting or 
wetlandfill project notification. The LOLT owns several thousand acres of 
marsh. We look at the permit applications to see if any permits will affect 
these lands. We also check to see if eased properties will be affected. We then 
issue letters to support permit denial to the OCRM if any of these projects will 
affect any of the property that falls under our jurisdiction and responsibility to 
protect. 
6. What is the most challenging aspect of attaining or creating a conservation 
easement? 
Our biggest hurdle is conveying the benefits of a conservation easement to the 
landowner (tax deductions, etc.). The landowner remains the owner of the 
land, but the LOLT has some rights on the property. 
7. How are LOLT successes measured and communicated to the constituency? 
The LOLT is member-supported, so we issue reports to these members in order to 
justify our operations. Funding also comes from foundations. We issue an 
annual report in the form of a newsletter to our members. We also issue 
publicity pieces where we report LOL T successes. We obtain landowner 
agreement for press releases regarding private property that are to be issued 
in local papers. 
8. Does the LOLT participate in any form of educational outreach initiatives or 
programs that involve wetlands? 
Yes. First, we work with grade-school age children. Twice a year (spring and 
fall) we hold the "Children's Day Out"program, which is a day targeted around 
a project involving field trips to protected properties with a Naturalist guest 
speaker. Second, we also conduct educational outreach programs with high 
school age students. Finally, we continually lookfor opportunities to get involved 
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in community events, such as educational programs held at the South Carolina 
Aquarium, the Farmers' Market, andFjxrthFare. 
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Civil Site Environmental F. David Stevens, P.E. August 5, 2003 
1. What is the most typical background/education/training of an environmental 
consultant? 
We mostly hire engineers and landscape architects. We design the subdivisions 
and guide the developer through the permitting process while focusing on the 
layouts of the development. We contract out for wetland delineations, cultural 
(archeological) surveys, and tree surveys through Newkirk Environmental, Inc. 
We then compile all of this information into an impact assessment report. 
2. Who makes up the majority of your client base? 
D.R. Horton is one of our biggest clients, a high-density national builder. We 
also work for Centex, Weekly, and custom builders. 
3. So, you are typically hired by the developer? 
Yes. 
4. What are your responsibilities to your client once you are contracted? 
We are responsible for guiding the developer through the entire design and 
permitting process. First, the developer purchases land. He then hires the 
consultant. We begin by pulling up [South Carolina] Department of Natural 
Resources layers for a preliminary review of the site. We then hire out for the 
wetlands, cultural, and tree surveys. We then design the layout for the 
development, determine the requisite compensatory mitigation plans, and apply 
for the necessary permits through OCRM and the Corps. We then wait for 
approval from OCRM and the Corps before initiation of the development. 
5. What kind of existing maps or mapping creation do you use? 
We start by reviewing infrared data layers from the [South Carolina] Department 
of Natural Resources. We also use field surveys and AutoCAD, which are hand 
cut by field crews. We do not use any GIS. 
6. What level of regulation (i.e., federal, state, local) is the consultant most focused 
on in terms of necessary documentation and approval? 
It all washes out during the entire process. The setbacks are OCRM regulated. 
We start with the most stringent regulations for each aspect of the design. We 
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then work into the design what we know will pass regulatory standards. The 
surveying and delineations are the most critical. 
Who is your main watchdog or body of enforcement (i.e., who checks your 
work)? 
OCRM regulates all buffers, permitting, and drainage system plans. The OCRM 
is typically more stringent than the Corps. The Corps is basically a backup stamp 
of approval. County and city ordinances come into play when dealing with lot 
sizes, setbacks, buffers, and drainage, depending on jurisdiction. All of these 
entities review the Master Plan. The County and City are more focused on 
concerns about tapping resources such as recreational outlets, educational 
facilities, police protection, fire protection, water/sewer, garbage disposal, traffic 
congestion, adequate drainage systems, environmental resources, cultural and 
archeological resources, fiscal considerations, housing, power, telephone and 
cable services, etc. We provide letters and reports to all of these entities in order 
to obtain approval of and cooperation on all of these services. Municipalfunds 
help to generate the necessary funds to cover the additional costs on the local 
resources that are ultimately paid for by the homebuyer. These costs are passed 
on to the homebuyer through the cost of the lot and home. Municipal funds are 
charged once the building permit is obtained and is then passed on to the buyer. 
What are the major roadblocks or issues in your field? 
These vary depending upon the project. We always have to overcome 
environmental, political, and zoning issues. The roadblocks vary depending on 
the issues surrounding the specific project. 
How do your clients respond to you in terms of enforcing wetland regulations? 
Are there usually issues with client expectations and what the regulations will 
allow? 
It is generally harder to deal with clients that are not familiar with development 
in a coastal region. South Carolina has rigorous standards that must be upheld. 
Only the state of Florida has more stringent regulations. 
Where do you see the potential for future development in Mount Pleasant? 
We will not be seeing any more planned residential developments like Park West 
because you cannot get water/sewer service from Mount Pleasant Waterworks 
unless the property has been annexed by the Town of Mount Pleasant. This is the 
way that the Town is controlling their growth rate. The Marino tract development 
project may challenge this. I think we will see development more towards 
Summerville andMoncks Corner and in Dorchester and Berkeley counties. 
Maybe Orangeburg County. 
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Office of Ocean and Coastal Robert D. Mikell August 6, 2003 
Resource Management (OCRM) Manager of Federal Certification 
1. Where are the current guidelines/regulations/restrictions detailed that must be 
followed regarding development adjacent to or on a wetland? 
The current system for regulating wetland habitat involves a convoluted and 
broken process of administration. There either needs to be a new federal law or 
South Carolina law. I can supply you with copies of the current documents where 
the regulations are detailed. The authority to regulate wetlands comes from the 
South Carolina Coastal Zone Management Program. It is a partnership with the 
federal government. South Carolina's own Coastal Zone Management Program 
was first adopted in 1977 and approved in 1979. The original document included 
the authority to regulate wetlands. The beach front, tidal waters, and marshes 
are considered "critical areas" and thus require a state permit if development is 
to take place that would alter these areas in any way. It is a networking system 
that applies to the 8 counties included within the coastal zone. There was a major 
revision to the regulations in 1993 that included the requirement for a Wetland 
Master Plan. This revision takes the place of the original policy from 1979. 
2. What are the types of permits that the OCRM is responsible for administering? 
We handle multiple permits. A full 404 [Clean Water Act] permit is regulated by 
the Corps of Engineers and certified by the OCRM. Permits are geared toward 
activity rather than the type of development that will take place. There are many 
coordination problems because there are so many different tiers of approval that 
must be administered throughout the permit application process. 
3. How are the regulations enforced by the OCRM? 
Stormwater permits are ground-proofed by OCRM engineers. Biologists ground-
proof all wetland delineations. The Department of Archives and History proofs 
all of the cultural resource surveys. We enforce our own regulations and 
coordinate enforcement with the Corps and EPA. We do not handle the grand 
tree surveys because they are a local municipal ordinance. 
4. What are the main steps in the permitting process? 
The Corps determines the boundaries of the wetlands and whether they are 
considered jurisdictional or non-jurisdictional. There is a separate application 
process per type of permit requiredfor a development project. This process is 
complex and confusing. A site plan is then reviewed multiple times by multiple 
people depending on the type ofpermit required. We conduct further monitoring 
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only if a problem is reported due to limited staff resources. Deed restrictions, 
such as those required for wetlands, are recorded in the county courthouse. We 
do not have the resources to monitor each home site. We only re-inspect 
sporadically if problems arise. 
5. What are the differences among a "setback," a "critical line," and a "buffer"? 
A "setback" is involved in local zoning and is regulated by local/town 
ordinances. It pertains to how far a house has to sit off from established lines. 
The OCRM does not handle setbacks. A "critical line "pertains to the marsh line. 
It is where the marsh edge meets upland. The line is surveyed on a plat. Any 
alteration seaward of the critical line requires a permit. Any alteration landward 
of the critical line may require certification. A "buffer" sits between the critical 
line and the landward edge of the marsh. It is usually established about 20 to 
25 feet from the critical line. Buffers are designated by local municipal 
ordinances. They are usually required between freshwater wetlands and urban 
development. Buffers are often used as mitigation for impact as part of the 
permitting application process with the OCRM. All of the terms are defined in the 
"Permitting Rules and Regulations " document that is available online. 
6. What parameters for defining a wetland does the OCRM follow? 
We follow the same guidelines that the Corps uses for determination of a wetland. 
These parameters are detailed in the 1987 Corps Manual for wetland 
delineation. 
7. How are permit application notices handled? 
These notices are posted on a website. We use to use a mail distribution. Now we 
have electronic notification. Based on the parameters of the permit, a stormwater 
permit allows 10 days for response, a critical area permit allows 15 to 30 days for 
response, and a 404 certification permit allows 30 days for response. The 
applicant must also run a newspaper notice for all 404 certification permit 
applications and critical area permit applications. 
8. Does the OCRM conduct any water quality monitoring? 
No. This type of monitoring is conducted during the 404 certification permitting 
process. The OCRM does not handle the monitoring themselves. Water quality 
monitoring would be required of the applicant. 
9. What kind of digital data does the OCRM utilize? 
We create and use our own digital data. We also make use of National Wetlands 
Inventory data layers and different levels ofphotography. All of this information 
is for internal use only and is not distributed or postedfor the public. 
Appendix IV 
Editorial sent to South Carolina state newspapers: 




SEWEE PRESERVE: SETTING A BENCHMARK FOR CONSERVATION 
DEVELOPMENT 
The ideology behind "economic development" generally infers the kind of 
development that benefits a community by making it bigger, better, and stronger. But is 
this really the case? Is there a threshold at which economic development works against a 
community's best interests because of the additional drain on resources? The existence 
of a threshold might be particularly true along our nation's coasts, considering that over 
half of the U.S. population has chosen to live along these increasingly vulnerable tracts of 
land. Research objectives within coastal zone management efforts include the 
measurement and analysis of environmental susceptibility, habitat change, and the search 
for landuse planning practices that promote sustainable development. Environmentalists 
warn about the negative impacts of over-development along coastlines that result in the 
degradation of unique and sensitive ecosystems (that often have attractive development 
potential) found within the Coastal Plain. 
With respect to such development concerns, it is no wonder that many developers 
and planners, along with environmentalists, are seeking ways to promote smarter growth 
patterns by learning methods for balancing the needs of the environment with the needs 
of the community. One example of such effort is Sewee Preserve, which is located 
within the Sewee to Santee corridor, situated just north of Mount Pleasant, South 
Carolina. Often referred to as "conservation development," Sewee Preserve is a 
residential venture where over 400 acres of a 500-acre entrepreneurial investment have 
been set aside through a conservation easement maintained by Wetlands America Trust. 
This conservation easement permanently safeguards the property from further 
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development. The easement also serves to protect habitat for the abundant wildlife that 
flourishes along this vital stretch of South Carolina coastline. Additionally, the 
conservation easement will also protect in perpetuity the coastal forests, wetlands, and 
salt marshes found within Sewee Preserve. In fact, the property helps to complete a 
seamless network of over 300,000 acres of "greenbelt" that runs from Sewee to the 
Santee River Delta and includes the Francis Marion National Forest and the Cape 
Romain Wildlife Refuge. 
Originally zoned for intensive development, the developer chose against 
designing the property for the 400 home-sites that could have been constructed 
throughout Sewee Preserve. Instead, he chose to design the development for super low-
density housing that will allow for the preservation of the natural resources found within 
Sewee Preserve. In order to fund such an endeavor, 90 acres of the property have been 
divided up, along one contiguous block, to accommodate 30 home sites. Though a 
substantial investment for the average property buyer, landowners will derive many 
benefits (aside from myriad environmental perks) from their acquisition, including state 
and federal tax incentives and an exponential increase in property value over time due to 
the limited supply of land available for development. Residents of Sewee Preserve will 
own in common the conservation easement of the development. Guidelines have been 
established for residents of Sewee Preserve to make the most of environmentally 
sensitive home building and landscape lighting and to use indigenous plants for 
landscaping. In general, the established guidelines are designed to minimize the impact 
of humans on the natural environment. Additional benefits to the residential community 
include seven miles of walking and riding trails, nature observation areas, a 47-acre 
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freshwater lake, a community saltwater dock, and a working farm where property owners 
can pick fresh fruits and vegetables. 
As a graduate student in the Geoscience program at Western Kentucky 
University, I have been working on a Master's-level thesis project that includes an 
investigation of the impacts of urban and residential development within Charleston 
County, South Carolina, a burgeoning coastal region of the Atlantic. I met with Dennis 
Avery, the owner and developer of Sewee Preserve, in order to take a closer look at the 
property and to see for myself what type of project was acclaimed as exemplifying a 
"conservation development." Prior to our meeting, I had only been privy to information 
pertaining to Sewee Preserve made available on a website (www.seweepreserve.com). 
After touring much of the property within the development and speaking with Mr. Avery 
(and, I must admit, picking a few vegetables from the farm for myself), I realized that the 
planning involved in a conservation development such as Sewee Preserve was actually a 
great example of cooperation among primary stakeholders (i.e., government, developers, 
lawyers, environmentalists, and the private sector) towards achieving the ultimate goal of 
development, and that is sustainable development. The most promising means by which 
to ensure the inheritance of a healthy and functional land for future generations are 
sustainable development practices. The greatest challenge to a conservation development 
endeavor is finding an economically viable way to fund the undertaking. Mr. Avery 
found a way to succeed through sound economics and entrepreneurial risk. The key is 
having the desire and fortitude to find the compromise between economics and 
environment. Mr. Avery has done it. I hope others will, too. 
